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fall flat on your face, you can still 
pull yourself up.” 

So, log on to Ucas, seek out 
some courses that interest you, 
and draw up a list of questions 
you want to ask about the course 
and its university. And remember: 
the clearing teams are there 
to help you. As one phoneline 
volunteer says: “Even though it’s 
stressful, most students end up 
finding the right course – it’s a 
great feeling, knowing you can 
support them.”  Sarah Jewell

I t’s been a long, hot summer 
– and while the sun has been 
shining, you’ve been worrying 

about your A-level results. At last, 
the wait is over, and you finally 
get to find out your grades. If 
things haven’t gone as planned, 
however, there is another way – 
clearing. There are thousands of 
courses with vacancies listed on 
the Ucas clearing website, and 
nearly 67,000 students found a 
place through clearing last year. 

In this special supplement, 
we look at how to go through 
clearing, and provide advice and 
information on every step of the 
process – from charging your 
phone to calling the hotlines, 
finding out about funding, 
taking in an open day or two, 
and deciding where to live. We 
speak to students who have been 
through clearing, to find out how 
they secured their place and what 
pointers they can offer. 

“Failing to get my grades is the 
most valuable experience I’ve ever 
had,” says Danelle Cuffie. “If you 
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look at the places that 
remain unfilled. 

“If you’re not sure 
you made the right 
choice, if you didn’t 
apply and you’re still 
thinking you’d like to 
go in September, or you 
think you’ll do better 
than expected, do your 
research early,”  advises 
Liz Carlile, head of 

admissions at the University of Sheffield. “Think 
about where you would like to go and start building 
knowledge, researching vacancies, and contacting 
and visiting those departments.”

Students can also communicate with their 
prospective institutions across social media 
platforms, including WhatsApp chats and Facebook 
Q&As with current students – or watch Instagram 
Stories – to get a feel for what the campus is like.

Bear in mind that clearing in 2018 won’t just be 
about students competing for places; universities 
will also be competing for students. Leech warns 
there may be some “unethical practices” as a result, 
with offers of laptops, tablets and bus travel passes 
dangled in front of students. “Don’t go for shortcuts 
and things that glitter; it’s student experience, 
outcomes, academic quality and provision that 
matter,” she adds. PH
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‘I couldn’t be happier’
Olivia Capocci knew her A-levels hadn’t gone well enough to secure her law place, 
but one 10-minute call turned her fortunes around. Interview by Lucy Tobin

‘R esults day at school 
felt like a surreal 
scene in a Hollywood 

film,” says 19-year-old Olivia 
Capocci. “Everyone who’d done 
well was outside jumping up 
and down, taking selfies and 
celebrating - and anyone who 
was disappointed, like me, was 
inside with parents and teachers. 
There were a few shocked faces, 
but most of us were trying hard to 
work out exactly what to do next.”

Capocci, who’s from Gosforth 
in Newcastle upon Tyne, opened 
her A-level results envelope in the 
car outside school. “I got really 
stressed during exams and knew 
I hadn’t got the three As I needed 
for my offer to study law at the 
University of York. I didn’t want to 
find that out in front of everyone.” 
She had Bs in English literature 
and biology, and a C in chemistry, 
which meant she’d also missed 
out on her ABB insurance offer 
at the University of Liverpool. 

“I was a bit panicked 
because I’d worked my socks 

especially as the course allowed 
me to study law as a subsidiary 
in my first year, meaning I could 
still get a taste for the subject I’d 
originally picked to study.”

Not everything was 
organised so quickly. “It took 
several stressful days to sort 
accommodation, but eventually 
I managed to get into one of the 
popular first-year halls,” Capocci 
adds. “Now I’ve settled in really 
well. I love the city, I’m really 
enjoying the course and I’m 
rowing too, training six days a 
week and travelling around the 
country for competitions.”

To others facing clearing this 
year, Olivia advises: “Be flexible 
about your choice of subject - and 
city - and have back-up ideas if 
the grades don’t all go to plan. 

“Slipping a grade or two is 
not the end of the world – even 
if that’s how it feels when you’re 
staring at A-level results that you 
didn’t want to see. Clearing can 
be great – I couldn’t be happier 
with how mine turned out.”

Timeline

Clearing and 
beyond: key 
dates 

16 August 

A-level results day. Clearing 
is already up and running 
for students without any 
offers, but today is the day 
when students who didn’t 
get the necessary grades 
are placed in clearing. 
Adjustment is also open – 
giving those whose results 
are better than expected the 
chance to apply for another 
course. Ucas Track will tell 
you if you’re in clearing or 
eligible for Adjustment. 

31 August 

The deadline for providing 
any remaining offer 
conditions, such as other 
achievements. Adjustment 
ends today too. 

20 September

The deadline for applying 
to Ucas courses starting in 
2018; any applications must 
be made by 6pm.

15 October

The deadline for 2019 
applications for Oxford 
and Cambridge, and for 
most courses in medicine, 
veterinary medicine/science, 
and dentistry. This date is 
only relevant for this year’s 
students who decide to take 
a gap year and then apply to 
start one of these courses, or 
go to Oxbridge, in 2019. 

23 October

The last date you can apply 
to courses starting in 2018 
via clearing, and the deadline 
for unis and colleges to 
accept students via clearing. 

15 January 2019

The deadline for applications 
to most undergrad courses 
that start in 2019. This is 
only relevant to those who 
decide to take a year out and 
re-submit a Ucas form to start 
uni in 2019.

L ast year, more than a tenth of all university 
places were filled via clearing, and 2018 looks 
set to be even bigger. What once was a last 

chance saloon for students who didn’t get the grades 
is increasingly about offering students the chance 
to reassess. Have they chosen the right course at the 
right place to spend three to four years of their life? It 
can’t hurt to shop around for a better fit. 

Clearing officially starts on A-level results 
day, 16 August, although many universities will 
have already been advertising their vacancies 
and registering student applications from July. 
Thousands of universities will be looking to fill 
vacancies on courses that haven’t yet been filled, and 
will hand out offers with a fixed acceptance window 
– normally a day or two – to the first students they 
hear from who meet their requirements. Naturally, 
the most popular courses and the most prestigious 
universities tend to run out of places first – some as 
soon as the phone lines open on the day itself.

But there are plenty of options available this year, 
so even students holding a firm offer and feeling 
confident about their grades may be looking around. 

“When it came to initially choosing my firm and 
insurance offers on Ucas, I rushed,” says Katherine 
McLaughlin, who went through clearing last year 
despite hitting her grades. “I was swayed by other 
people’s opinions and the fact the university offered 
reduced grade boundaries if you chose it as your 
firm. Almost instantly, I knew I had made a mistake.”

McLaughlin is now headed into her second year 
of criminology and social policy at Loughborough 
University. She needed the extra time between 
accepting her Ucas offers and clearing to realise 
that she didn’t want to study in a big city, and would 
rather be in a student town near big cities; and 
Loughborough fitted the bill.

But while clearing definitely offers a second 
chance, it’s important to start the day prepared – 
especially if you have an idea what you want. Emma 
Leech, director of marketing and advancement at 
Loughborough, points out that students accepted 
through clearing have higher dropout rates, possibly 
because they’ve rushed into making a choice or 
been influenced by non-essential factors. She adds 
that the clearing process will be better supported 
than ever this year. “We’re going to see phone lines 
opening earlier and earlier, more staff in call centres, 
lots more focus on other methods of getting in touch, 
and a big push in advance of clearing.” 

By the time you read this, clearing will have been 
open since 5 July to students without offers from 
a university. Other students who are uneasy about 
the choices they made and having second thoughts 
about their offers may also have been taking a 

Clear 
targets
It’s a buyer’s market for students going 
through clearing, says Rachel Hall, so even 
students holding offers should consider 
rethinking their choices

‘I was swayed 
by other 
opinions. 
Almost 
instantly I 
knew I’d made 
a mistake’

off – and when I phoned York, 
they immediately said no. The 
Liverpool phoneline was engaged, 
so I went into school to start 
tackling clearing.” 

Some groundwork ahead of 
results day helped. “Since I’d 
known my exams did not go to 
plan, I’d come up with a list of 
possible clearing options based 
on the Guardian’s university 
league tables. Having that list 
helped calm my nerves.”

She quickly scooped an offer 
to read law at Northumbria, but 
didn’t like the idea of staying 
in Newcastle for university. 
Then she finally got through 
to Liverpool’s clearing hotline. 
“They were fantastic on the 
phone, really calm and friendly, 
which was such a relief. The call 
only lasted 10 minutes, but at the 
end I was offered a place to study 
English literature.”

It was a subject Capocci had 
been thinking of studying instead 
of law at the beginning of sixth 
form. “So I was over the moon – 

‘Everyone who’d 
done well was outside 
 celebrating. The rest
 of us were inside,
 trying to work out 
what to do’

True stories
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A fter my results, I felt so 
disappointed I spent 
the first half of the day 

out shopping. My parents were 
comforting and supportive, 
though, and I knew that even if 
I hadn’t done well, I still had the 
academic ability to do a degree. 
I was still set on studying to 
become a psychologist, and I’d 
put a lot of pressure on myself to 
go on to higher education. 

I started ringing up other 
universities. I’d signed up for an 
email service from Ucas, which 
is how I heard Bedfordshire 
had places in psychology. It all 
happened quickly – I rang and 
spoke to an academic coordinator 
who was really welcoming. They 
asked me my English and maths 
GCSE grades – which were good 
– and then they made me an 
offer. I really liked the sound of 
the teaching style, and the course 
has exceeded my expectations. 

Danelle Cuffie was 
disappointed with her 
lower than expected A-level 
grades (DEE), but landed 
a psychology place at the 
University of Bedfordshire 
through clearing. Now 
in her final year, she’s 
predicted a first. Interview 
by Helena Pozniak

Failing to get my 
grades is the most 
valuable 
experience I’ve 
ever had. If you fall 
flat on your face, 
you can still pull 
yourself up – I’ve 
not allowed it to 
hold me back

A clear 
path to 
success

I’m planning to do a doctorate 
in educational psychology in 
2019 – so I’ve still got a bit more 
studying to go. 

Failing to get my grades is the 
most valuable experience I’ve 
ever had. If you fall flat on your 
face, you can still pull yourself 
up – I’ve not allowed it to hold 
me back. 

True stories

Charged phone, check. Pen and 
paper, check. Chin up, check. 
Look out clearing, here we come. 
By  Helena Pozniak 

Pick yourself 
up, find a 
new future

Results day

Check Ucas Track from 
8am to see if you’ve 
been accepted by your 
firm or insurance choice – 
universities know results 
before you do

If you’ve not been 
accepted, your Track 
screen will tell you you’re 
in clearing, but your 
university may still take 
you if your grades were 
only slightly lower; contact 
them to ask

Results and beyond
Collect your A-level results 
at school/college. If you’re in 
clearing, check live 
course vacancies on 
the Ucas website 
and individual 
university sites 
– these will be 
updated throughout 
the day

Research possible 
courses 

Gather your clearing number from Track, 
your A-level, AS and GCSE results, your 
personal statement, and your contact 
details (plus a spare number to ring if the 
line is busy). Compile a list of questions you 
want answered for each university/course

Begin calling university 
clearing hotlines 
Universities will have their clearing hotline 
number on their website, but you can also 
contact many universities via Facebook and 
other social media. Be prepared to answer 
questions – such as “Why this course, why 
this university?” – as well as ask them. And 
don’t forget to ask about accommodation 
– many unis guarantee a place to live for 
clearing candidates accepted in August

Universities might make 
an offer over the phone. 
Don’t feel obliged to accept 
the first offer you receive. 
Unless it’s a really popular 
course, you’ll have a day or 
two to decide on it, and you 
might want to plan a visit

Update the Student 
Loans Company 
about your change 
in plans, to ensure 
there’s money in 
your account when 
you touchdown at 
university

And relax – 
for a moment at 
least. You’ve got 
some planning to 
do for your new 
life at uni ...
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Speak to teachers and careers staff who 
may be able to highlight alternative 
courses, and look again at universities 
and courses you considered previously. 
Draw up a shortlist

You can receive 
several offers 
but only accept one 
choice – and only after 3pm 
on results day. To accept, click 
“Add clearing choice” in Track 
and fill in the course details 
within the deadline set by the 
university. If the university 
accepts you, your place 
will be confirmed. 
Alternatively, keep 
searching YOU
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Barrie Clark, 
head of UK 
student 
recruitment, 
Swansea 
University

If you’ve missed out on your place 
at university, you have some quick 
decisions to make. Talk over your 
options with your school or college 
– they’ll have helped lots of people 
in your position. 

If you missed out on the place 
you wanted by just one grade, 
you may want to go for a “review” 
(previously called a re-mark). If 
you get a “priority review” and 
your grade goes up, you should 
still have time to persuade 
the university to admit you in 
September/October 2018, but 
you’ll need to check they’re able 
and willing to hold your place until 
the review result comes in. Any 
review has to be organised through 
your school or college, and costs 
between £36 and £56, depending 
on the exam board and the type 
of re-mark – that fee is refunded if 
you get marked up.

Another option is clearing – 
the range of vacancies on Ucas’s 
website is massive. Phone the unis 
that interest you to check out their 
live vacancies and whether you’re 
qualified, and to talk to somebody 
about the course. Try to visit the 
university you’re going to go to – at 
Swansea we open the campus up 
for visitors from 17-22 August so 
students can make sure it feels like 
the right place for them.

If you feel your grades haven’t 
opened up enough opportunities 
for you, think about resits, or trying 
new subjects. If you have a specific 
university and course in mind for 
2019 entry, ring them up to check 
they’ll still make you an offer with 
resits, and what grades they’ll want.

The important thing to remember 
is that even if plan A hasn’t worked 
out, but you have alternatives: you 
can still go to university, study a 
great degree and have a fantastic 
time in the process, before going on 
to success in your chosen career.

Three ways to secure your university future 
Should you do clearing, risk a 
re-mark, or resit your exams? 
Lucy Tobin finds out

I f you’re staring at worse-than-
expected A-level results, and 
you’ve missed out on your 

uni offer, you may feel confused 
about what to do next – as well as 
disappointed. 

The first thing to do is call up 
your university to check if they’ll 
still let you in. If not, talk to your 
teachers. If you just missed a 
grade by a few marks, they may 
say it’s worth requesting a re-
mark (now called a “review”). 

If your exams results are too 
low for a specific course you 
really want to be on, resits might 
be a the better option. They can 
be expensive – registration fees 
and possible tuition costs mount 
up – and demand a lot of time, 
self-discipline and motivation. 
Check, too, that exam retakes will 
be accepted for the course you 
have your heart set on. 

The third option is clearing - the 
matchmaking hotline that pairs 
students looking for a course with 
unis that have places available. 
Here we speak to students who 
took each of these paths.

Opinion

Plan A hasn’t worked, 
but you have options

‘I went through clearing’
Devan Nayar, 23, just graduated 
with a degree in economics from 
Swansea University.
I needed ABB for my top choice 
degree, economics at Liverpool, 
but on results day found out I’d got 
ABCD. Although my family were 
disappointed – and I’d attended 
a grammar school where As were 
the expectation - I’d known my 
exams hadn’t gone well. 

I wasn’t a fan of doing another 
year of A-levels, so I went into 
clearing. It was a pretty hectic 
day. I got an offer for business 
economics from Liverpool that 
I wasn’t sure about – and when 
I rang back 30 minutes later to 
accept, the course had been filled. 

After three days of me 
phoning unis, my dad spotted an 
economics course at Swansea in 
clearing. I called up and got an 
offer. It wasn’t the ideal start, but 
now I see clearing put me in the 

best situation in my life to date. 
I had an amazing time there, got 
a first, and start a graduate job 
with Lloyds Banking Group in 
September. 

‘I requested a re-mark’
Scarlett Murray, 18, needed all As 
to secure a place on her dream 
course – English literature at the 
University of Bristol - but got a B 
in English literature.
I was completely shocked by my 
B – I’d got an A* in the mock exam, 
and had worked extremely hard. 
I knew all the set texts almost 
religiously. I hadn’t had a sense of 
anything going wrong in the exam. 

My immediate thought was that 
I was not good enough at English 
to study it at university. But my 
English teacher encouraged me to 
get a re-mark– he said he never 
thought we would be having this 
conversation.  

The day my new grade came 
through was my birthday, 23 
August. My English teacher 
phoned me and I screamed for 
joy; it was an A*.  To anyone else 
in my situation, I’d say, if you 
have any doubt at all about your 
mark, get it re-marked. This is 
not the time to be modest about 
your own aptitude. I’m now really 
enjoying English at Bristol. 

‘I opted for more exams’
Before the start of year 12, Cynthia 
Royer, now 20, didn’t know what to 
study at A-level. 
“I knew I really wanted to go 
to uni, but that was it,” says 
Royer. “I didn’t know what to 
study and my school barely 
had any information about 
applications.” So she opted for 
courses she’d enjoyed at GCSE: 
English literature and language 
and geography A-levels, plus a 
music BTec. “I quickly realised 
GCSEs were very different to 
the pressure of A-levels. I failed 
my exams and was so upset - I 
thought it was the end of my 
dream – but then I started 
Googling entry requirements and 
found that Sussex, which looked 
fantastic, accepted BTecs.” 

Cynthia’s teachers supported 
her plan to take IT and business 
BTecs in one year, rather than the 
usual two. “I was really in a hurry. 
I worked so hard, got my place on 
accountancy and finance at Sussex, 
and even got a scholarship. 

“It was a long journey but I’m 
here now - I love being in Brighton. 
To others who failed exams, I’d say 
think about what your end goal is, 
and work out the best way to get 
there. There might be another way 
to get into uni. Don’t give up.”

‘Think about 
resitting exams, 
or trying new 
subjects’

Exam grades
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Y ou probably spent months picking your 
ideal uni course at the start of sixth 
form – visiting open days, comparing 

league tables, talking to current students. 
Now you’ve been plunged into clearing and 
have to sift through thousands of courses in 
what feels like a matter of seconds. So how do 
you tackle it? 

Think about five key factors: first, what you 
enjoy studying (you’re going to be reading, 
writing and learning about the topic for 
three years – make sure it’s something you’re 
passionate about). 

Second, what’s the ranking of both the uni 
and the course? Are they well-regarded, and 
will they put you on the path to a great career? 

Third, location – do you want to be hours 
away from the place where you grew up, 
or do you want to keep studying from your 
childhood bedroom? 

Fourth, the course – what are the modules? 
How are students tested (coursework, 
all-encompassing exams etc)? What’s the 
student-tutor ratio? What are the graduate 
employment prospects? 

And lastly, are there special features that 
you’re particularly keen on? Now could be a 
good time to investigate two-year degree 
courses – where fewer holidays and more 
intense classes can help save money and 
time for very driven candidates. There’s a 
financial incentive too: although fees per 
term tend to be higher, accommodation 
and living costs will be lower overall. 

→
Take a second to relax 
before you pick up the 
phone, and have your key 

details – Ucas clearing number, 
confirmed exam results, exam board, 
clearing course(s) you’re interested 
in, and personal statement – to hand. 

Any offers will be sent through on 
email initially so make sure you can 
provide an email address that can 
be easily spelled out and is to the 
point – this isn’t the time to be using 
ih8studying@gmail.com.

Be polite, enthusiastic and 
prepared to sell yourself – talk 
about your qualifications, your 
academic interests, and any 
relevant work experience or extra-
curricular activities. Don’t read 
out your personal statement – it 
won’t sound natural, however hard 
you try – but some of what you’ve 
written there can serve as a prompt 
to explain why you deserve a seat in 
their lecture theatre. 

The clearing hotline is also a 
good chance to find out more about 
a course you could be spending 
three or more years on. Ask as many 
relevant questions as you can. How 
are students examined? How is your 
main academic interest covered? 
Is there a work placement or an 
opportunity to study abroad? What 
accommodation options are still 
available? Are there any open days 
for clearing applicants? If you’re 
offered a place, what is the deadline 
for acceptance? 

If you don’t get an offer, you may 
want to ask if there are any other 
courses you could be considered 
for. And if you do get an offer, 
congratulations – but remember this 
decision will affect the rest of your 
life; and you don’t have to 
respond during the call. 
Unless you’re certain the 
course is an ideal fit, it’s 
worth contacting other 
universities, to see if 
better opportunities 
present themselves. 
LT

Make me an offer I can’t refuse
What do you want from your university years? Focus on five key considerations 
to unearth the clearing gems and avoid the turkeys, says Lucy Tobin

Top tips

Horses for courses: 
how to talk your 
way into your 
ideal degree 

Or how about a course that includes a year 
working in industry, or studying abroad, to 
make your CV stand out? 

If you’re stuck between two academic 
passions, can you find a clearing course that 
combines them? These joint honours degrees 
can be a foot in the door of departments that 
are otherwise full up. 

Hannah Moir, admissions tutor at Kingston 
University, who secured her own uni place 
through clearing, says that accepting a place 
on a joint honours course can be a route to 
landing your dream, via a strategic switching 
of your course. “Some courses offer transfer 
options after a year, so check what can and 
cannot be done,” she says.

Be wary, though: not all joint honours 
courses are 50-50 splits, so make sure enough 
attention is devoted to your favourite topic. 

Many students – who may be feeling a 
bit down – fail to ask enough questions. 
Remember: it’s as much about the university 
being right for you as you being right for it. 

Grill admissions tutors about the topics 
you’ll be studying, 
the teaching style, 
the size of the 
classes, and the latest 
graduate employment 
statistics. Think of 
clearing as a two-way 
matchmaking process 
to securing your ideal 
uni course.

Choosing your course

‘Some joint 
honours 
courses offer 
transfer 
options after 
a year’ PH
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spells the end of their career. They can 
be really scared and nervous. But you 
use your experience to help others. 
If callers want to know more about 
course specifics, we can arrange for 
them to speak to an academic.” 

There’s a great community feel in 
the hotline room, says Marjorie Tang, 
a master’s student at the University 
of Derby who’s helped out twice in 
clearing. “Everyone wants to help.” 
She remembers a woman inquiring 
about a nursing course. “She kept 
saying: ‘I really want to get in, please 
give me a chance.’ It was heart-
wrenching to hear. I tried to keep her 
calm. Having gone through the process 
myself, I’m so grateful I was given a 
chance. Even though it feels stressful, 
most students end up finding the right 
course. It’s a great feeling knowing you 
can support them.”

Caller, I 
know what 
you’re 
going 
through ...
Many of the people answering 
clearing calls will be volunteers 
who have been through it 
themselves. They’ve got some 
advice, and some stories to tell ...  
Helena Pozniak meets them

O ne of the first rules of clearing 
is that your mum can’t phone 
up for you. And she certainly 

shouldn’t impersonate you. 
“I had one strange experience,” says 

Monique Lucas, a student volunteer 
on St George’s, University of London’s 
clearing hotline. “After I explained to the 
mum that her child had to call, I’m fairly 
sure she went off, and then pretended 
to be her own son. It was surreal.” 

At Loughborough University, 
one parent even offered a “parental 
donation” as they pleaded for a place. 
Bribery, universities are keen to point 
out, doesn’t work.

Clearing is a busy, emotional and 
occasionally uplifting time. Like many 
universities, St George’s fills rooms 
with scores of trained volunteers 
on results day – many of whom are 
students who have been through the 
process themselves. “Our day began 
around six in the morning, with 
breakfast provided,” says Lucas, who 
answered calls to the medicine hotline 
– the university had kept some places 
back for students with better-than-
expected grades. “The phones were 
constantly ringing from 7am until 
7pm – I’d lost my voice by the end.” 
Universities report receiving several 
thousand calls over results period. 

Some students plead, some are 
tearful, and some ring before they’ve 
even received their A-level results. 
Others try to negotiate. “I’ve spoken to 
students who thought I personally had 
authority to alter the requirements,” 
says Lucas, who, like many volunteers, 

found her place (on a biomedical 
science course) through clearing. 

“We’re there to communicate the 
courses that are available and for each 
one we have a range of grades that 
we can accept,” says Nikhil Patel, a 
learning and teaching project officer at 
the University of Roehampton. 

Patel came 
through 
clearing to 
study biological 
science at 
Roehampton, 
graduating in 
2016. “Callers 
worry they 
won’t find a 
place, they 
won’t go with 
their friends, 
or that this 

Phoneline feedback

‘Callers can 
be scared 
and nervous. 
But you use 
your own 
experience 
of clearing 
to help’PH
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Have your personal
statement to hand, and be
prepared to explain any 
lower marks. Know
something about any new
course or university you are
contacting, and say why
you’re interested



A mid the clamour for clearing places, 
students tend to focus on just getting 
into university, rather than on how to 

pay for it. A student loan is the most cost-
effective method for many, as repayments are 
a portion of earnings and outstanding debt is 
written off after 30 years. 

UK students coming through clearing 
apply for loans the same way as other 
students – through Student Finance England 
or the equivalent body in their country. But 
switching courses may affect your application 
– where you live while studying affects your 
maintenance loan, for example. 

So, it’s essential to update your application, 
to avoid delays. “Beginning uni without money 
for food, travel or rent can be frightening,” 
says Joe Woolway, senior financial support 
officer at the University of Sheffield. 

Yearly tuition fees for UK and EU students 
studying in England are capped at £9,250. 
Loans cover the full cost and are paid directly 
to the university. UK and some EU students 
also can apply for a maintenance loan for 
living expenses; this is deposited directly into 
the student's bank account. 

The amount you get depends on household 
income; below £25,000 and you are eligible 
for the maximum loan. If above that threshold, 
the size of loan is calculated on a sliding scale. 
Use the government’s online calculator to 
estimate how much funding you’ll get.  

In addition, universities often provide 
plentiful financial aid. Sheffield awards 
bursaries of up to £1,500, for example, based 
partly on household earnings. “Having extra 
finance helped me through the hard times 
- when I’d spent too much at the start of 
semester and been short at the end,” says 
Rosie Ogunade, a 19-year-old psychology 
student at the university. Search and apply for 
such awards on the Scholarship Hub website. 

A part-time job can be a nice little earner. 
Chloe Batten, 20, an English student, was paid 
by the University of Warwick to help with open 
days and other events. “They’re one-off jobs, 
so they don’t get in the way of my exams,” she 
says. “And they look good on my CV.” 

But the top tip for staying in good financial 
health is budgeting. “Live on the outskirts 
of town, shop at cheap supermarkets 
and take a packed lunch to lectures,” says 
Raquel Marques, 22, a vice-president of 
Middlesex University students’ union. “You 
can have the full university experience 
without breaking the bank - if you’re smart.” 

University life is a blast – but it 
doesn't come cheap. How will you 
keep the bank from running dry? 
Seb Murray has some pointers

• Apply for a student bank account with 
a large interest-free overdraft to save on 
overdraft charges. Nationwide, HSBC and 
Barclays currently offer students overdrafts of 
up to £3,000 (by the third year). 

• Sign up for a NUS extra card for a huge range 
of discounts, including 10% off at Co-op and 
25% off at Odeons. It costs £32 for three years. 

• Buy textbooks second hand on eBay, or 
borrow them from the university library. 

• Get a 16-25 Railcard for £70 and enjoy one-
third off train fares in Britain. 

• Avoid credit cards if possible. They can give 
you flexibility, but interest payments may put 
pressure on an already stretched budget.

Keep the wolf from the door
Good university budgeting is part common sense, part inside information. 
Lucy Jolin shares a few shortcuts for maximising your moolah

Funding Student loans  
and repayments

£11,354
The maximum maintenance loan 
for 2018/19, if you live away from 
home in London

£8,700
The maximum if you live away 
from home but outside the capital 

9%
The amount 
of interest 
English or 
Welsh students 
beginning 
courses this 
year will pay 
back on any 
income over 
£25,000

The monthly 
repayment 
for someone 
earning 
£30,000

£37

3.4% 
The UK’s Retail Prices Index (RPI).
Current students' loans accrue 
interest at RPI plus 3%. 
Graduates earning less than 
£25,000 pay interest at RPI; 
those earning more pay more – up 
to RPI plus 3% for those earning 
£45,000. Interest is capped at 
RPI plus 3%

Source: gov.uk

£7,324
The maximum maintenance loan 
for students living at home

£9,963
The maximum maintenance 
loan for students living and 
studying abroad for a year as 
part of a UK course

Source: gov.uk 

• Check your bank balance regularly to avoid 
running into arrears. 

• Buy food with your flatmates and cook at 
home. It’s cheaper than a night out and you'll 
learn a thing or two in the kitchen. 

• Don’t forget to apply for council tax 
exemption - if everyone in your household is a 
full-time student. 

• Review utility bills, such as heating and 
water; shop around to se if you can find a 
cheaper deal. 

• Get a free mobile app to help you save. Chip, 
for example, works out how much money you 
could save, and deposits money into a savings 
account automatically.

Top tips

Have a 
grand 
time
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Check your
 bank balance

regularly to 
avoid running 

into arrears 
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1,214,706

Up, up and away
Result! You’ve hit your grades and then 
some. Time to have a look around in 
adjustment, says Helena Pozniak 

R esults day shocks aren’t always nasty 
ones. If you’ve done better than expected, 
and your grades exceed your firm choice, 

you can register for Ucas adjustment – which 
enables you to trade up universities or courses. 
Your firm place will remain safe until you 
decide to accept a better offer.

It’s a system that enabled Imogen Burwood 
to finally get into medical school. “This has 
worked out better than I could ever have 
expected,” she says. When she got AAB rather 
than the three As she needed, she took a 
year out, worked in a hospital as a porter 
and secured a place to study pharmacy at 
Cardiff. On results day, however, her retakes 
gave her the triple As required – and her 
mum suggested she ring around the medical 
schools. “I had nothing to lose,” she says. 

Burwood tried St George’s, University 
of London, which had kept back places 
in medicine for students with better-
than-expected results. After a face-to-face 

Adjustment
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maybe didn’t add it on Ucas as you were 
not sure you could achieve the grades,” says 
Catherine Hodgson, careers consultant at the 
University of Derby. But, as she points out, time 
is tight for making such a big decision – and 
a gap year could give you some much-needed 
thinking time. “You can always apply with 

your grades in the next 
Ucas cycle. You’ll be in a 
much stronger position 
to gain unconditional 
offers and have more 
time to research and 
consider where you want 
to study and apply for 
accommodation early on 
in the following year.”

Students using 
Adjustment can expect 
to be asked the same 
questions as for any 
university application. 

“We’ll want to know: ‘Why our university, 
why this particular course, why aren’t you 
sticking with your conditional firm choice?’” 
says Laura Justham, an admissions tutor at 
Loughborough University. 

The number of students using Adjustment 
is low – just over 1,000 last year – but 
Burwood believes anyone who qualifies can’t 
hurt their prospects by looking around: “I 
think it’s not pushed as much as it could be.” 

If nothing takes your fancy, your existing 
offer is still safe.

⇾
Although more than three 
quarters of students 
applying to university 

manage to get their first choice, 
a record number of students found 
a university place through clearing 
last year. “This summer we expect 
most universities and colleges to be 
offering clearing places, and there 
will be opportunities across the full 
range of subject choices,” says Helen 
Thorne, director of external 
relations at Ucas. 

The number of students finding 
a place in clearing in 2017 rose 3.1% 
to 66,865, compared with 533,890 
students who accepted university 
places overall last year.

It has become a more popular 
route to a degree than ever – largely 
thanks to the rising number of 
students waiting until early July to 
apply for the first time to university 
directly through clearing.  

Although three quarters of 
the students who used clearing 
successfully did so because they 
didn’t get the grades for their 
main and insurance choice, the rest 
had chosen to make their initial 
application via clearing.

Nearly 17,000 students took 
this path last year – a year-on-year 
increase of 14%, or more than 
2,100 students. “Although many 
who applied post-results were 
older students, this route also 
appeals to young people who have 
done better than expected in their 
exams and want to apply straight 
away,” says Thorne. 

The number of students using 
Ucas adjustment, which allows you 
to trade up universities if you do 
better than expected, was 1,040 – 
slightly up on the 890 who used it 
the previous year.

While you’re unlikely to find 
places in clearing for some of the 
most sought-after subjects, some 
universities do hold back spaces 
on top courses for students who 
do better than expected. Last 
year, engineering, law, science and 
business places were all available 
via clearing; nearly 9,500 students 
found a place on a business-related 
degree this way.

More than a last 
chance saloon
The range of courses gets 
broader, and many are 
making clearing their first 
choice, says Helena Pozniak

interview, she was accepted. “The whole 
process was so much easier than expected.”

Once results are out, you have five days, 
including weekends, to contact universities 
you’re interested in, and places go on a first-
come, first-served basis. Individual universities 
– not Ucas – advertise vacancies on their 
websites and may offer dedicated phone 
lines. You can register in Ucas Track without 
jeopardising your firm choice of course.

“Adjustment is definitely worth considering 
if you researched a particular university but 

16,670
The number of calls answered by 
Ucas in 2017 on results day 

Most popular 
courses in 
clearing –
places accepted 
in 2017

9,455 business 
and admin studies

7,705 subjects 
allied to medicine 
(mainly nursing)

7,405  
social studies

7,040  
biological sciences

4,575 
engineering

4,075 law

3,825 creative 
arts and design

3,455  
computer sciences

2,440  
physical sciences

2,160 education

3,892
The number of social 
media responses
on results day

2,173,077
The total number of page 
views of ucas.com

171
Number of 
people at Ucas 
handling calls
Source: Ucas 

The number of course searches
290,182

The number of  
Track logins

‘You can 
always 
apply in 
the next 
Ucas cycle 
if you 
don’t want 
to rush it’ 
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Rebecca Tevin, 19, from the Isle of 
Wight, has just finished her first 
year at Swansea university.
I wanted to study biochemistry 
at Bath University but knew 
after I had taken my A-levels 
that I probably wouldn’t get 
the grades I needed for that – 
three As. For my 
insurance choice, I 
needed ABB, but I 
had been through 
a bit of a hard time 
at sixth form, as a 
result of a messy 
breakup, and 
probably missed a 
couple of months of college.

Even though I knew I hadn’t 
done very well, I was still shocked 
at my results – three Cs. I really 
thought I would get a B in maths. 
I had looked at which universities 
had places before results day, 
and I just went to my chemistry 
teacher who I was close to. He 
recommended I apply to Swansea. 

I had never been to Wales: I 
didn’t have a clue where Swansea 
was – but we rang them up and 
they accepted me. It was just such 
a relief to have got in somewhere. 
I applied for accommodation in 
clearing and ended up in one of 
the halls – about a 15-minute free 
bus ride from the university. 

I love Swansea – it is a small 
city and really friendly. The 
course is really good as well.  
Freshers’ week was brilliant – we 
just went around each other’s 
flats the whole time. I also joined 
the cheerleading society, which 
trains three times a week. 

To anyone who doesn’t get the 
results they need: don’t panic. 
There are so many places you can 
go. At Swansea, they had been 
asking for ABB, and yet I got a 
place with three Cs. I would not 
change things for the world.

Andrew Rigby, 19, from Largs, 
Scotland, has just finished his 
second year in multimedia 
journalism at the University of 
Wolverhampton. 
I applied to do sports journalism 
at the University of the West of 
Scotland and needed three Bs 
and a C in my Scottish higher. I 
had had a great summer – but 
when I read my results (two 
Bs, one C and one D), my whole 
world collapsed around me.

My parents were devastated 
for me, but my mum got me up 
and together we logged back 
in to apply for clearing on the 
Ucas website. To see that my 
conditional offer for my chosen 
university had been withdrawn 
was tough to take. As well as 
applying for clearing, I contacted 
a couple of colleges and thought 
about doing a journalism 
diploma. I felt I wasn’t good 
enough to go to university.

 There was light at the end 
of the tunnel, though, and 
even today I cannot believe 
how quickly things changed. 
I was sitting in a restaurant 
in Glasgow with my family 
when, out of nowhere, 
someone from the University of 
Wolverhampton rang me. 

He explained that Ucas had 
been in contact with them 
through clearing and that they 
would like to offer me a place for 
multimedia journalism.

 I had never been to 
Wolverhampton, but I accepted 
the offer straight away when I 
had read a little bit more about 
the course and the university 
and how great it all looked. 

I sorted out accommodation 
really quickly with the university 

and ended up in halls. It might 
seem mad – accepting an offer 
without really checking the place 
out – but I took a leap of faith, 
and it has turned out to be the 
best decision I have ever made.”

‘Even though I 
knew I hadn’t done 
very well, I was 
still shocked at 
my results’

‘How 
quickly 
things 
changed’ 

They didn’t get the grades they needed, 
but these three students still secured 
places at uni. Lucy Jolin finds out how

We turned 
it around

L earning that your grades 
are not good enough for 
your first and second choice 

uni is a blow – and it is natural 
to feel down on results day. But, 
after that initial disappointment, 
you can come back stronger.

The three students we speak 
to here all secured places 
through clearing, and none has 
regretted the decision. Quite 
the opposite. They believe 
you should see clearing as an 
opportunity to reconsider where 
you want to go and what you 
want to study.

 Some, knowing the exams had 
gone badly, did some research 
beforehand to see what courses 
still had vacancies and drew up a 

shortlist of possible universities. 
With the support of their teachers 
on results day, they were able to 
secure a place at a university of 
their choice despite having lower 
grades than those advertised.

Others waited and considered 
offers from universities a few 
days later. Now all prefer their 
changed course or new uni. 
Their advice? Don’t panic and 
persevere through the initial 
disappointment of not getting 
your university choices.

And in a final word of advice, 
they say don’t be put off by 
the grade requirements listed: 
there’s a good chances that 
universities will be flexible 
about their entry requirements.

I can only stress how important 
it is to persevere through the 
initial disappointment of not 
getting your preferred university. 
I still got the triple-distinction 
star, and I ended up with two 
offers from clearing. I chose 
Plymouth University as I 
thought it would be better for 
me. Audition was via Skype one 
Sunday afternoon. 

I am now working for the 
Beyond Face Youth Theatre 

company in Plymouth. My advice 
to anyone in a similar position to 
mine is to go through clearing: 
there are so many universities 
out there that could be a lot 
better than the one you wanted. 
I have no idea what life would be 
like had I not been brave enough 
to go through it, and I am 
grateful that I will never know, 
because the experiences and 
people I have met at university 
have been priceless.

Alphonso Brown, 21, from Croydon, 
has just finished a BA in acting at 
Plymouth University. 
I never imagined myself needing 
to go through clearing. When I 
started my last year at sixth form, 
I was on course for a triple-
distinction star in a diploma in 
performing arts. I was enjoying my 
lessons, I had a great relationship 
with my teachers, and I was 
growing ever more confident in 
my craft. I’d applied to five theatre 
schools and universities. That 
was January. By April, I had been 
kicked out of college, following an 
altercation with another student. 
Although I was reinstated, I was 
rejected from the theatre schools 
and universities, as I didn’t get 
through the auditions. 

‘Persevere through  
the disappointment’

‘I took a leap of 
faith. It was the best 
decision I have 
ever made’

‘It was just such a 
relief to have got 
in somewhere’

True stories
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campus without having to visit. 
At Pearson College London, 
they run live tours on Facebook 
as well as live Q&As with the 
academic team in the run-up to 
clearing. Student ambassadors 
are also on hand to answer 
questions posted on social 
media channels and there are 
interviews with members of 
the academic team and vice-
principal. “There’s a lot of 
engagement in social media 
at that time,” says Richard 
Easeman, admissions manager 
at Pearson College.

A couple of universities, such 
as Suffolk and Swansea, even 
offer VR accommodation tours, 
which can be accessed through 
a smartphone and cardboard 
headset. Lorna Burrows, head 
of content at Immersive VR, 
predicts that these will become 
an increasingly common feature. 
“They enable students to tour 
multiple universities from their 
own homes.”

This is especially useful during 
the high-pressure clearing period 
when they don’t necessarily 
have time to visit campuses. 
“It’s brilliant for comparing 
universities,” says Emma Leech, 
director of marketing at the 
University of Loughborough. She 
adds that review websites are 
helpful for finding out the things 
universities won’t necessarily tell 
you, such as what the social life is 
like or how the accommodation is. 

Some universities even send 
out offers via Twitter, Facebook 
and WhatsApp. Leech thinks 
this it’s fine to accept an offer on 
these channels if you’re confident 
you’ve found the right place, but 
most students will want to speak 
to someone in person and ask 
questions. “It pays to spend time 
looking around,” she says.

S napchat isn’t just good for 
sending customised selfies 
or transient messages; it’s 

also a surprisingly good way to 
get in touch with a university 
come clearing time.  

“If you’re feeling emotional, a 
phone call can be difficult to do, 
whereas if you’re using live chat or 
social media it’s often easier,” says 
Julia Weston, director of marketing 
at Bucks New University.

Students can also use social 
media to get a feel for the 

Julia Weston, 
assistant director of 
marketing at Bucks 
New University
We do offer-making 
through social 

media, because we want to offer 
the best communication method for 
the student, and we’ve seen much 
higher engagement across all social 
media accounts. 

We would use any social media 
account as long as you can use 
it privately, including Facebook, 
Twitter, and Snapchat.  

Students do have time to think 
about the offer once it comes 
through. But in clearing, response 
time is key, and for something this 
important you need to be able to 
talk to someone quickly and get an 
answer quickly. Social media provides 
an easy way of doing it, and hopefully 
takes some of the pressure off.

Stephen Welsh, 
undergraduate 
marketing manager 
at Northumbria 
University
We still really 

feel that being able to speak to a 
member of staff, either on the phone 
or face-to-face, is the best way for 
prospective students to find out 
about the institution and courses on 
offer. It means we can ensure the 
student is making the right choice.

We’ve seen in many areas of life 
there is a movement towards the 
use of instant chat functions, but we 
feel that at present this is not quite 
right for the clearing process. Every 
student’s situation is unique and so 
the conversations they have when 
they call are all different. That is not 
to say it isn’t something which could 
be used in future – clearing has 
changed so much over the past five 

Snap decisions: is social 
suitable for uni offers?

years, and the landscape could look 
very different in another five years.

Emma Leech, 
director of 
marketing at 
Loughborough 
University
We genuinely don’t 

think that offer-making via social 
media is in the best interests of the 
student. It’s a complicated, life-
changing decision. How would you 
feel if your partner asked you to get 
married by Snapchat – does that feel 
proper? We think it’s too important a 
decision to trivialise. 

It’s important that students find 
the right place for them, and I’m not 
sure you’re going to get that with a 
cheeky face and an emoji at the end 
of it. That might be how you want 
to order a pizza, but you’re going to 
be spending a significant amount of 
money, investing a huge part of your 
life in this decision - it doesn’t feel 
like it sets the relationship off on the 
right foot for us. 

Richard Easeman, 
admissions 
manager at 
Pearson College 
London
It’s a difficult 

one, because it’s about keeping 
up with the way younger people 
communicate. 

But we wouldn’t want to diminish 
the importance of an offer to study at 
university by using an inappropriate 
means of communication. You want 
to ensure the contract you put in 
place with the university is sound, 
and that all the information is there, 
and I don’t feel that something such 
as Snapchat is necessarily the right 
platform to get that full message 
across to a student. 

‘Offer-making 
through social 
media provides 
the best 
communication 
method for the 
student’

Jenny Clay is reading education 
studies at De Montfort University
In 2013 I was studying at De 
Monfort University, but then my 
mum got really ill. I left and got 
a full-time job, and was needed 
at home a lot more. Sadly, she 

passed away last year in January, and that changed 
everything, including my mindset: what did I want 
to get out of life now?

I tried a few different jobs, but didn’t get on with 
any of them. Then my sister got married last August, 
and one of the women there said: “You need to go 
out and find yourself, go back to university or go 
travelling, figure out what you want.” 

I took the weekend to figure out what interested 
me, thinking about whether travelling was right. 
Then I looked at a few universities local to the 
east Midlands, the courses that were left through 
clearing, and what I thought I would be able to do 

with the qualifications I 
already had. That’s when 
I decided education 
studies would be the 
best thing for me.

I looked at the 
available courses and 
decided to ring up the 
universities, but when 
the clearing lines were 
open I was at work, 
from 9am to 6pm, so 
I messaged through 
WhatsApp asking for 
advice. DMU said I could 
apply through WhatsApp 

– we went through general information like my 
name and age, the course I was interested in, and 
the grades I had previously.

They said that from the conversation we’d had 
they could give me an informal offer, but that I had 
to do the Ucas application and send it over within 24 
hours so they could send it to the faculty and get my 
offer made formal. I had an email back from them 
within two days, with a formal offer in it.

I was surprised to be offered a place through 
WhatsApp, but it was great, as I only had a 
15-minute break, but could provide all the 
information while having a drink and being away 
from my computer.

If I’d had to ring up it would have been a good 
few days before I could. Social media made it easier. 
I had a reply within minutes and the whole process 
took half an hour. 

My advice to other students applying through 
clearing would be: don’t hold back. If it’s really 
what you want to do, the universities will find a 
way to help you, whether it’s through WhatsApp or 
another platform. 

I was 
surprised to 
be offered a 
place through 
WhatsApp, 
but it was 
great, as I only 
had  15 
minutes

How to 
search 
smart

Social media
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Take a VR trip around a uni, 
then accept an offer via social 
media?  It’s all possible, says 
Rachel Hall

I was working, so I 
couldn’t call clearing

True stories

A speculative WhatsApp query led to 
Jenny Clay getting an offer via the instant 
messenger. Interview by Rachel Hall
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Clearing is part of Julie 
Kelly’s job – but she saw it 
from the other side when 
her daughter missed out 
on the grades she needed. 
Gavan Naden reports

“I knew she had to get her 
game face on, get into school and 
pick up her results. The school 
was brilliant, and whisked us 
into another room. The last thing 
she needed was me crying, so 
I needed to be the strong one. 
I swung into organisation mode, 
and we went off grid for a time, 
while we tried to sort it out.  

“I got a big A4 pad, wrote 
down her grades and got a clear 
idea of the type of university 
she wanted. We immediately 
considered the ones on her initial 
Ucas application and got their 
telephone numbers. 

“But when Lucy phoned up, 
nothing came out of her mouth. 
Luckily, the University of Kent 
accepted clearing applications on 
their website – and within half an 
hour she had an offer. 

“Now she’s absolutely flying, 
and she’s had a brilliant first year.”

Lucy adds: “Luckily for me, I 
had a clearing expert on hand. 
Mum knew what to say and helped 
me stay calm and see which 
clearing offers were available. 
It was really helpful having her 
there to discuss my choices.”

‘ I thought I knew all there 
was to know about 
clearing,” says Julie Kelly, 

head of the student centre at 
the University of Hertfordshire. 
“Except, as it turns out, I didn’t 
know how it feels to be on the 
other side.

“Last September, my daughter 
Lucy didn’t get the grades she 
expected and found herself in 
clearing and went into meltdown.

“The only way I can describe 
it is to imagine you’ve just been 
sacked from a job you love and 
in half an hour you have to pitch 
yourself to your next employer. 
You’re in shock and it feels like the 
end of the world. Nothing really 
prepares you for your own child 
going through this, as you have 
the emotional side to deal with.

How can we help?
Adulthood is just around the corner, but for 
now, as they tackle clearing, your children 
need calm, non-judgmental support, says 
Gavan Naden

R esults day can be a nerve-racking experience 
if things don’t go your child’s way, but parents 
should try to not get swept up in the emotion. 

Take three deep breaths, set your face to neutral and, 
most importantly, keep listening to your child. This is 
when they need you most. 

If your son or daughter hasn’t achieved the marks 
required for automatic entry to their first or second 
Ucas choice, they can apply to other universities 
through clearing – and your support could be vital 
to their success.

Aws Bettayeb from Hendon was hoping to go to 
either King’s College or Queen Mary in London, but 
didn’t get the grades required. He was so worried 
about how his parents would feel that he told them 
his results had been delayed – and then he dealt with 
the clearing process on his own. In retrospect, he 
wishes he’d got them on board. 

“It was a bit of a rollercoaster, and I felt scared and 
disappointed; I didn’t want to speak to anyone. I went 
to the clearing officer and she calmed me down and 
told me what to do. I called three universities and 
they were all very friendly and I got two offers.

“When I told my parents, they were very accepting 
and very supportive. Looking back, I wish I’d asked 
for their opinion and help – they said they really 
wanted to be there for me.”   

Jamie Bradford, school and college recruitment 
and enquiries manager at De Montfort University, 
advises parents to be proactive and get lots of 
information to cover the “what if” scenarios. “Do 
your research and planning. Being proactive doesn’t 
mean nagging your son or daughter for information. 
Historically, clearing has been associated with people 
rushing for places, but in reality there are thousands 
of spaces available.”

One of the most helpful things you can do as 
a parent is to make sure your child stays calm. 
Although it may not feel like it at the time, clearing 
can be a fantastic opportunity to find a more 
appropriate course and better fit for your child. 

• Don’t panic and 
be prepared

• Don’t see clearing 
as a threat

• Take the morning 
off on results day, if 
at all possible

• If your son or 
daughter’s marks 
aren’t what they 

expected, give them 
space and don’t 
be overbearing

• Sit down with a 
cup of tea, do a quick 
regroup, and work 
through the options

• Try to be a source of 
knowledge, so you can 
guide and support – if 
they ask you to

• Draw up priorities 
with your child to 
formulate a shortlist. 
For example, is location 
more important than 
course content?

• Leave them to hit the 
phones and get offers

• Discuss the pros and 
cons of each offer – 
and then pick one

‘The last 
thing 
she needed 
was me 
crying’ 

Advice for parents

Parental support
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True stories



Your university digs can be the 
difference between loving your new 
life and not, says Lucy Jolin

U nlikely friendships forged over 
supermarket own-brand vodka and 
burned pizza – they’re part of the 

university rite of passage for most students. 
So it’s no surprise that one of the biggest 

worries for clearing students is that they may 
have lost out on their place in halls. But it’s 
not necessarily the case; lots offer guaranteed 
accommodation to everyone – including 
clearing students. And even if that’s not the 
case, there are still plenty of ways to make sure 
you have a memorable student experience.

 Liz Carlile, head of admissions at the 
University of Sheffield, recommends that 
students start thinking about accommodation 
early. If having a guaranteed place in halls 
is likely to become the deciding factor, it’s 
best to know which universities offer that 
assurance. Most universities run open days 
over the summer, or offer virtual tours of 
their halls of residence, so you can get a feel 
for where you may end up living – and social 
media can be a useful and frank source of 
feedback from former students.

Alastair Reekie, head of accommodation at 
Northumbria University, suggests students 
approach their university once they have their 
offer, to ask what support is available. Most 
universities have WhatsApp and Facebook 
groups to get the ball rolling with future 
flatmates before term starts.

 Even if an institution guarantees 
accommodation, as Northumbria does, 
private halls can be worth looking at, 
although Reekie offers a word of caution: 
“They may offer great deals and facilities, 
but our recommendation is to book via the 
university accommodation team.

“We work with partners in the private 
market, and ensure they meet our standards 
in terms of safety, support and student 
experience. Booking through the university 
will ensure that students are placed with fellow 
Northumbria students and have access to all of 
the social elements and support mechanisms.”

 If your university doesn’t offer that service, 
there are websites to help you find rooms 
in private halls and flatshares, as well as 
connect with other students. These include 
mystudenthalls, RightMove Students and 
StuRents. Your students’ union may also 
organise meet-and-greet events, such as speed 
flatmating; call to find out what’s available. 

 If you do end up away from campus, in a 
non-student flatshare or at home with your 
parents, don’t worry. “We’re very aware that 
coming to university is a big transition for 
people, so we spend a lot of time making sure 
we provide an environment where people 
can get to know each other,” Carlile says. 
Events that ensure everyone feels included in 
the student experience are a big part of this; 
sign up with your uni to receive the latest 
information on this.

Living 
the 
dreamPH
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Time 
for a 
rethink

‘Originally
I hadn’t
known

what I
wanted to

do. I fell
into it’

I didn’t expect to go through 
clearing – I don’t think anyone 
does – but I did prepare a few days 

before so I knew what I was doing. 
I had a list of the degrees I wanted 
to do, and the phone numbers I was 
going to need; then, on the day, I just 
went straight into it and started calling 
as soon as clearing started. 

I called a couple of the Russell 
Group universities – King’s and 
Queen Mary – and there was a really 
long wait. When I did get to speak 
to someone, they were quite abrupt 
– if you don’t have the grades, they 
straightaway end the call. It was quite 
disheartening. Other universities 
were better – they understand that it’s 
clearing and you’re going to be upset.

When I rang Pearson College in 
London, they said I basically had a 
spot on business management with 
global industries – I just had to do a 
phone interview with one of the heads 
as a formality. Straight after that, I got 
a place. I was really happy because it 
was the first place I’d been offered; the 
others were taking their time replying. 

In the end, I was offered places at 
four other unis, but when I looked at 
the courses in more detail, I decided 
to go for Pearson, because of the 
internships they offer – it seemed 
more hands-on than my other options. 

Afterwards, I felt much happier that 
I’d gone through clearing, because I’m 
pretty sure I wouldn’t have enjoyed 
the degree I originally applied to do – 
computer science. I’m now studying 
business management with marketing, 
having swapped from the course I was 
initially offered a place on. Originally I 
hadn’t known what I wanted to study, 
so I fell into it when I was searching 
through Ucas, but the extra time I had 
before clearing helped me decide. 

I already lived in London so 
accommodation hasn’t been a 
problem – I’ve been staying at home. 
Although one of my original choices 
was Lancaster, I realised I’d rather not 
move away. It’s much easier this way, 
as I’m not paying for accommodation, 
and I’m not one for living out. I think 
it’s been as easy for me to settle into 
university as the other students. 

Nadia Rafiq had been heading 
for a computer science place, 
until clearing gave her time 
to change tack. Interview by 
Rachel Hall

True stories
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UK accommodation 
by numbers 

602,000 
the total number of 
student beds. 57% are at 
universities, while 43% 
are in the private sector. 

59 
the number of campus 
universities in the UK.

Rents in private halls cost 
at least twice as much as 
traditional shared student 
housing and flats across 
the UK. 

Belfast

Edinburgh

of 1.7 million students
1 million are studying 
outside their home region 
- a rise of 56% since 1999.

studying 
outside 

home 
region

studying  
at home

1m

0.7m

London £1,180
South East £916
East of England £914
Scotland £880

Yorkshire & Humber £914
North East £880
Wales  £876
Northern Ireland £861

Monthly estimated living costs (including rent):

 inside London

outside  
London

£213
£133

average weekly  
rent per room

372,000 
London 

Students
36 universities  32 city 4 campus

Manchester

99,000 
Students
4 universities, 4 city

48,490
2 universities, 
1 campus, 1 city

Students

43,600 

4 universities, 
3 campus 1 city

Students

41,035 
Students
2 universities, 
1 campus, 1 city

South West £876
West Midlands £861
North West £1,180
East Midlands £916

Bristol
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• Animal Behaviour, Welfare and Ethics

• Biological Sciences

• Bioveterinary Sciences

• Wild Animal Biology

• Applied Biological/Bioveterinary Research

Open days

S tudents often feel under 
pressure to make a snap 
decision on a clearing place, 

but how do you choose the right 
one? It’s not all about the course 
- the university and its location 
will also have a bearing on how 
much you enjoy the coming 
years. An open day is your 
opportunity to get to know your 
potential new homes, and make 
an educated choice between 
them.

Many universities run open 
days specifically for clearing 
students – typically in August, 
after a frantic A-level results day. 
Southampton Solent University’s 
is on 18 August, for example, 
but you can drop by informally 
throughout this week. “You can 
meet current students, tour 
campus, find accommodation 
and learn more about your 
course and financial aid,” says 
recruitment events and prospects 
manager Rebecca Hollington. 
“Choosing a university is a big 
life decision, so make sure it’s the 
right fit.” 

You should check out the 
university’s website to book an 
open day place online, or call 
their clearing hotline. 

Hannah Guy, 20, visited the 
University of Portsmouth on the 
day she found out she hadn’t 
got the required grades for her 
first-choice university. “A lecturer 
talked me through the layout 
of the course, I found out about 
student societies and got to know 
the city,” she says. She accepted a 
place on Portsmouth’s law degree 
on her journey home to Bristol. 
“Clearing was stressful, so the 
open day took the edge off.” 

John O’Reilly attended 
open days at eight different 

Your turn to ask 
the questions
You’re choosing a new home – so you’ll 
want the lowdown on the course, the 
university and the city. That’s where open 
days come in, says Seb Murray
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universities before he enrolled 
in Solent’s computer games art 
degree in 2016. He worked as a 
student ambassador for Solent on 
clearing open days. 

The 21-year-old says planning 
is vital to a positive experience. 
“Open days can be crazy busy, so 
it’s best to know exactly how you’re 
going to get to the university and 
what you want to do on the day. 
Prepare questions for course 
instructors beforehand to make 
the most of the opportunity to grill 
them in person.” 

Prepare questions
beforehand
to make the most 
of the opportunity
to grill course 
instructors in person
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Award-winning student experienceWorld-class researchExcellent graduate prospects 

Simply a
life-changing
education

CALL US ON 0808 164 4444

The University of Lincoln has excellent graduate 

prospects, world-class research and is rated as 

Gold in the Teaching Excellence Framework. 

 

Where will you be this September?

Snoop around, 
enjoy the vibe
• Explore the city or town. It will 
give you a feel for your potential 
new home. “You won’t just be 
studying at university, so make 
sure you’re happy with the local 
amenities,” says Sophie Dear, head 
of marketing and campaigns at the 
University of Portsmouth. 

• Sell yourself. An open day is not 
just an opportunity to assess the 
university – it could also be the first 
time you meet potential tutors. “It’s 
a two-way conversation,” Dear says.  

• Bring a parent, sibling or friend. 
Don’t pick a place based on gut 
instinct – get a second opinion. 
“Having another viewpoint is 
extremely helpful. You have extra 
moral support and they might think 
of questions you didn’t think to ask,” 
says Guy, who brought her parents 
on her open day to Bristol.  

• Enquire about financial aid. Many 
clearing students are unaware of the 
generous scholarships and bursaries 
that may be on offer, as they will 
have had little communication with 
the university. “Coming from a 
slightly disadvantaged background, it 
was important for me to know that I 
could afford to come to Solent before 
I accepted the offer,” says O’Reilly. 

• Snoop around halls. As a clearing 
student, you don’t have much time 
to find and secure accommodation 
before your course starts, so use the 
open day to decide where you want 
to live. “It can be daunting to move 
away from home, especially for the 
first time,” says Rebecca Hollington, 
recruitment events and prospects 
manager at Southampton Solent 
University. “Our residence team 
will help you start your search for 
accommodation on the open day.”

Today, more people than 
ever before are securing 
university places via 
clearing and, despite the 
trebling of tuition 
fees since 2006, to 
£9,250, the number of 

students obtaining higher education first 
degrees, such as a bachelor’s, has risen by 
nearly one-quarter over the past decade or so.

 But young people face many challenges, 
which can make attending university difficult. 
It is, for instance, widely believed millennials 
will be worse off financially than their 
parents, and less likely to own their own 
homes. That places pressure on students to 
go to university to get a qualification that will 
make them eligible for a good job.

 Certainly, there are advantages to going 
to university, especially for those who come 
from disadvantaged backgrounds and may 
be the first in their family to enter higher 
education. Although many UK universities 
are research-intensive, higher education 
today is a hugely diverse sector, full of 
vocational courses that set people up for the 
workforce. Some are at the cutting edge of 
digital learning, and teach students valuable 
technology skills, for example.

 But the university experience is much 
broader than what goes on in the classroom 
- for some, university is an opportunity 
to leave home for the first time and build 
new friendships and relationships. It’s 
vital that you take advantage of the many 
extracurricular experiences on offer during 
the course of your studies. As well as being 
enjoyable, these activities can make you more 
attractive to employers.

 In my role as vice-president for higher 
education at the National Union of 
Students, I travel around the country, seeing 
what students get up to. The experiences 
are endless – huge numbers are taking part 

in sports teams and student-run societies, 
which are absolutely key to the university 
experience. Lots of students also benefit from 
travelling abroad and taking advantage of the 
Erasmus exchange scheme. Others are doing 
placement years, sometimes as officers in 
their students’ union.

The best way to get a taste of all that 
university offers is to attend an open 
day. Financial constraints can limit people 
from visiting campuses, but where possible 
you should - to get a sense of whether the 
institution, the course and the environment 

is right for you. One 
thing most students 
want from university is 
a sense of belonging, but 
some people don’t 
feel like they fit in – 
and this could be 
one reason for the 
attainment (grade) gap 
between some BME and 
disadvantaged students, 
and their white or more 
privileged peers. An open 
day will help to ensure 
you feel at home.

To make the most of 
an open day, you should speak to students 
and representatives from the local students’ 
union, which is often involved in the running 
of open days. They should tell you what 
it’s really like to study there – something 
you cannot always get from flashy course 
brochures. They will be honest and could tell 
you why a course is – or, more importantly, 
is not – right for you. Ask about the teaching 
methods used on the degree to ensure a fit 
with your learning style.

 Checking that the course, campus and 
wider city or town match your expectations 
can make the crucial decision of where to 
study much easier.  

‘Reps from 
the local 
students’ 
union will 
tell you 
what it’s 
really like 
to study 
there’

Open day tips

Amatey Doku, NUS vice-president for higher education

‘A taste of all that university offers’
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Beyond the uni-verse
So you want to do a degree, but you don’t want to do it at university?  
Lucy Jolin checks out some alternative ways to study

but still get the qualification of a degree 
and professional accreditation,” says 
Afam Sadiku, who is currently working 
as a channel development manager in 
premier banking at Barclays UK. He’s 
doing his chartered manager degree 
apprenticeship (CMDA) with Anglia 
Ruskin University. “These kinds of 
programmes make you mature very 
quickly,” he adds. “It’s tough, but 
I wouldn’t change it for the world.”

Alternative degree paths

Foundation degrees
These can be full- or part-time, and 
they’re usually related to a particular 
field of work. They tend to be a mixture 
of practical workplace and classroom 
learning – and you can “top up” to a 
full degree after you’ve completed the 
foundation level. 

If you don’t have the qualifications 
needed for a traditional degree, then 
a foundation degree is ideal: although 
they all have slightly different entry 
requirements, one or two A-levels or 
equivalent vocational qualifications 
are the norm. You still have to pay, but 
fees tend to be lower than traditional 
degrees – and you can earn while you 
learn if your employer is paying, or 
study part-time. 

“These are really viable ways 
directly into employment,” says Kirsti 
Lord, deputy chief executive at the 
Association of Colleges (AoC). “They 
are potentially enabling people to step 
into a job that’s incredibly well paid – 
such as in engineering or construction 
– without accruing three years of 
higher education debt.”
 
Degrees at FE colleges
Some FE colleges, such as Truro 
and Penwith College in Cornwall, 
also offer undergraduate degrees. 
Although tuition fees are likely to 
be the same as university fees, these 
colleges may have other advantages 
if they’re local to you: you can live at 
home while studying, and courses are 
often more tailored towards the needs 
of the local area. 

“Not every 18-year-old is confident 
or sensible enough to move away 
from home and live on their own for 
three years and be committed to their 
studies,” says the AoC’s Lord. “Further 
education offers an opportunity to 
engage with higher education in a 
more supported environment.”

Private universities
If you want to study at a university 
but don’t want to go through the 
Ucas system, consider a private 
university, where you apply directly. 
Some of these universities, such as 
the University of Buckingham (which 
also offers two-year degrees) or the 
American University in London, offer 
a range of subjects, while others, such 
as the University of Law, focus on a 
specific sector. 

Degree apprenticeships
These are offered by employers, 
usually in partnership with a training 
provider, such as a university or 
further education (FE) college. You’ll 
end up with a degree, and you’ll earn 
money while you get it. Many degree 
apprenticeships also offer a job at 
the end. “What’s so perfect about the 
management apprenticeship is that you 
can work and get on-the-job experience, 

In 2016-2017, there
were 1,670 degree-
level apprenticeship
starts, covering
professions as
diverse as legal
services, banking
and engineering
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Uni is not the 
only option
As technology advances, online 
learning becomes more effective and 
attractive, says Lucy Jolin

Not sure what you want to do at uni? 
Want to get into the workplace and 
earn some cash while you top up your 

qualifications? The development of online 
learning and part-time courses means you’ve 
got plenty of options to learn 24/7, wherever 
you may be. 

And if you found school difficult, you might 
even find that online learning suits your 
particular learning style better than sitting 
in a classroom. “With online portals, flexible 
mentoring and group sessions, and the ability 
to access information anytime from anywhere 
on smart devices, learning has become more 
about each individual,” says Fay Gibbin, CEO 
at training provider BB Training Academy.

MOOCS – massive open online courses – 
are great if you’re not sure what to study and 
want to “try before you buy”. 

To get a flavour of how MOOCs work, sign 

up for free at the Open University’s futurelearn.
com platform. You’ll be offered hundreds of 
MOOCs covering a vast range of subjects, from 
human anatomy to animation, and developed 
with partners spanning everyone from the 
European University Institute to the National 
Film and Television School. Taking your study 
beyond the introduction may cost, however.

If you want to stick to getting a degree, 
there are plenty of universities that offer 

an online undergraduate degree option. 
The University of London has a range of 
courses that you can study for independently, 
all backed up with academic support and 
direction from relevant universities. On 
the University of London’s business and 
management BSc, for example – which is 
aimed at students interested in careers in 
finance, and is developed by the London 
School of Economics – you can receive support 
from institutions in 16 different countries. 

At the University of Derby, you’ll find a huge 
variety of online courses for undergraduates, 
taking in everything from accounting to 
psychology. Many of these subjects are also 
offered as shorter modules or certificates, such 
as the sports psychology certificate of credit, 
which is worth 20 credits and typically takes 
10 weeks studying part-time.

And at Arden University, students can 
choose from two approaches: online learning, 
where the whole course is completed online; 
or blended learning, where students spend a 
couple of sessions a week in study centres in 
Manchester, London and Birmingham.

In short, online learning offers the best of 
both worlds, says Craig Robinson, director of 
learning and teaching at Edinburgh Business 
School. “It can be a cost-effective way of 
developing core knowledge and skills, achieving 
qualifications and progressing in your career.”

Dress-down Friday takes
on a new dimension when
you study at home
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Find 
your 
own 
path
Filmmaker and producer 
Josh Wilson, 27, left 
college at 18. He worked 
in sales and marketing, 
and journalism before 
founding Wilson 
Worldwide Productions, 
an award-winning TV 
production company. 
Interview by Lucy Jolin

I  can employ between 50 and 
70 people for a production, 
and I don’t know any of 

their qualifications. I know their 
experience. I can list the shows 
they’ve worked on. But I don’t 
know if they went to university 
– because that doesn’t matter to 
me. What matters is what you 
bring to the table. Experience 
from a certain country, a company, 

that you can’t be successful if 
you don’t go to uni, and that’s 
absolutely not the case. There are 
so many alternatives.

Apprenticeships and 
internships, for example, are so 
valuable, because you learn from 
people who are doing it. Plus, 
you’re making money, rather than 
going into debt.  Many employers 
– including me – would prefer 
to have someone who has the 
experience and common sense 
to execute something in the 
right way, to make the company 
money, rather than a degree 
that might not be relevant to the 
job. I’m an executive producer 
and there’s no degree for that. 
Nothing could have prepared me 
for the challenges I faced.

But if you choose not to go to 
uni, you’ve got to figure out a way 
to make yourself more appealing. 
How are you going to spend 
those three years when everyone 
else is off getting their piece of 
paper? How are you going to 
get your foot in the door? You 
have to actively think about that. 
Think about how you’re going to 
make those connections, get that 
experience. And be excited about 
what you’re doing. I don’t care 
how old you are, or what you’ve 
done – if I see that you’re excited 
and enthusiastic, then I’ll want to 
work with you.

‘No degree 
could have 
prepared me 
for the 
challenges 
I have faced’ 

a genre? A technical skill? What 
are you bringing that adds value? 
None of that has anything to do 
with getting a degree.

Of course, you need a degree 
for some professions – nobody 
is saying doctors or lawyers 
shouldn’t have them. But I 
believe you have to look at your 
own career path and what’s 
relevant to you. There’s a belief 
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‘Step back, 
gain some 
perspective’ 
Exams, exams ... are you 
ready for a break? Time 
volunteering overseas 
will be a confidence-
building adventure, says  
Suzanne Bearne 

A six-month stint working 
and travelling around 
Australia? Or three 

months volunteering on a sea 
turtles conservation programme 
in Costa Rica? With so many 
options available, deciding what 
to do when you’ve deferred 
university for a year can be both 
fun and exhausting; so begin 
by knuckling down to some 
research. Start by talking to those 
around you. Maybe your uncle 
is a seasoned backpacker who 
can regale you with stories of 
travelling around Europe before 
the internet took off, or your 
older sister took an internship 
that enabled her to get on a 
graduate scheme. 

Failing first-hand accounts, the 
internet is a great research tool 
– but be warned, you might end 
up down a rabbit hole. Dedicated 
websites such as gapyear.com are 
full of inspiring ideas and stories, 
while the websites for gap year 
providers will try to lure you in 
with colourful details of their 
programmes. 

If you’re on a budget, travelling 
off season and to cheaper places 
– think Laos over Las Vegas – will 
make your money go further. Dave 
Owen, deputy editor of gapyear.
com, recommends planning your 
budget before you leave. “Work 
out exactly how much money you 
have and how long it needs to 
last. From there you can work out 
a basic daily budget. Draw up an 

itinerary of attractions, tours and 
activities you consider essential, 
and how much these will cost. 
Chances are you’ll always spend 
a little more than planned, so 
budget for that too.”

After her A-levels, Becca 
Law spent a year working as a 
waitress, saving up to spend a 
month volunteering on the media 
team with the Scout Association 
in Japan and China. “While I was 
interviewing and helping produce 
videos for the YouTube channel, 
I met people from all sorts of 
countries all over the world,” says 
Law, now a third-year history 
student at the University of Hull. 
“It boosted my confidence, and 
it meant that when I arrived at 
uni on my own, I wasn’t afraid to 
open up my bedroom door and go 
and meet people.”

Taking a gap year 

Emma Beynon, marketing 
manager at gap-year provider 
Bunac, agrees that a gap year can 
provide valuable skills. “It’s an 
opportunity to step back, gain 
a wider perspective on life, learn 
more about yourself, and think 
carefully about your future 
education and career choices, as 
well as a chance to make friends 
from different backgrounds 
and cultures.” 

She says students typically 
return feeling refreshed, 
confident, independent and ready 
to focus on their studies with 
renewed enthusiasm. “Many find 
the transition to university much 
easier after a gap year - they have 
already experienced life away 
from home and have a newfound 
confidence that they can take care 
of themselves.”

Top tips

Good gapping 
starts here

1 Plan ahead 
Forming a loose plan of 

where you intend to go, and 
what visas you might need will 
help you feel more relaxed 
and prepared. 

2 Take out travel insurance
Whether you’re skiing or 

bungee jumping, you’ll want 
to have comprehensive travel 
insurance that covers you for 
any activities. 

3 Pack the minimum
You may want to include 

five types of footwear, but 
when you’re trying to find a 
hostel in searing heat, you’ll 
be thankful for a trimmed-
down wardrobe on your back. 

4 Keep in touch with parents 
Give them a loose itinerary 

and send regular updates 
while you’re on the road. PH
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Five ways to make 
your CV stand out
Employers want you to be 
more than  your degree, 
says Suzanne Bearne

1 Learn a second language 
Buongiorno! Whether it’s Italian 

or Chinese, a second language can 
do wonders for your CV. Not only 
does it demonstrate an aptitude 
for learning, but it can be a very 
attractive skill to have when 
applying to multinational companies 
searching for candidates who can 
speak more than one language.

2 Take a coding course
A popular talking point for 

the likes of Mark Zuckerberg and 
Bill Gates, learning to code is now 
regarded as a critical future skill. 
Whether the motivation is down to 
ambitions of launching your own 
online business or just to make you a 
cut above above everyone else when 
applying for jobs, it’s an excellent 
skill for life.

3 Volunteering
Fancy giving up an evening 

per week to take a disadvantaged 
child out to the cinema? Or 
spend Wednesdays working in a 
charity shop? From teamwork to 
timekeeping, volunteering will 
certainly help develop your skillset. 
It also tells employers something 
about your personality and values. 

4 Launch your own business
In recent years the number of 

student entrepreneurs has jumped. 
Starting your own company while 
at university can not only help 
bring in extra money, but also 
cultivate useful skills for your 
future, such as negotiation and 
money management. 

5 Activism 
Universities have long been 

the breeding ground for activism. 
If there’s a cause you’re passionate 
about – whether its fighting against 
tuition fees, or promoting fair trade 
– getting involved at uni can help 
create contacts, as well as sowing 
the seeds of a future career path. 

Learn to unicycle
anging out on a 
unicycle today is 
more in vogue than 
you might think. And 
if basic self-balancing 
seems a tad too easy, you 
could really challenge yourself 
by combining it with playing 
hockey or basketball. 

Join our 
club

Jump out of a plane
Instead of spending your 
weekends nursing a hangover 
in bed, why not be a bit more 
vertical and enjoy free-falling 
15,000 feet out of a plane 
instead? Once you’ve learnt 
to skydive solo, you can start 
competing against other 
universities in the Skydiving 
Nationals. Holidays can 
take on a new dimension, as 
dedicated trips with your fellow 
adrenaline-loving junkies.

Sing your heart out
Want to really boost your 
confidence? Join an A Capella 
society and you’ll knock your 
voice into shape and refine your 
ear. You’ll also learn how to blend 
your voice in with the others in 
your group – and overcome any 
stage fright in the process. And 
your housemates are sure to be 
wowed by you belting out songs 
loud and proud, without so much 
as a backing band to help.  

Every week is fancy 
dress week 
There’s certainly no other time 
in your life where you’ll be 
expected to don fancy dress on 
such a regular basis. Whether 
it’s dressing up as something 
beginning with the letter A or as 
a fictional character, whatever 
club or society you’re part of, 
there’ll be some kind of imposed 
fancy dress code. Save money by 
sharing your outfits with your 
housemates. 

Become a stand-up comic
Do you think you’re as funny 
as Tina Fey or Jack Whitehall? 
Join your university comedy 
society, and you could team up 
with like-minded merrymakers 
to write killer gags, or work on 
honing your delivery to get those 
audiences roaring with laughter. 
Who knows, you might even 
one day decide to ditch your 
doctor day job to get back in 
the spotlight.

Extracurricular

‘It shows that you are 
interested in the world’
Volunteering unlocks a new dimension of experience, says Suzanne Bearne

If you’ve already got a hobby, 
there’s a society catering for 
it. If you haven’t, now’s the 
time to experiment, says 
Suzanne Bearne 

I t may have only have been for three 
weeks but for Girlie Toindepi, 20, a 
volunteering programme last summer 

– helping disadvantaged children in 
Guatemala – was transformative. “It helped 
me learn to be more vocal and it inspired 
me to continue working with children,” says  
the Nottingham Trent psychology student, 
who is now learning Spanish. “I believe my 
volunteering experience helped me get the 
job I have now, as a support worker for a 
child with learning difficulties.”

Volunteering not only makes a huge 
difference to a community, but it can 
provide many personal benefits too, such 
as the opportunity to meet people from all 
types of backgrounds. Plus, as university can 
be stressful at times, devoting part of your 
week to helping others can improve your 
own wellbeing and perspective, as well as 
helping to develop skills such as listening, 
time-management and multitasking.

Shaun Delaney, volunteering 
development manager at the National 
Council for Voluntary Organisations, 
says university is a particularly great 
time in your life to volunteer. “For many, 

university is a time to explore skills, 
interests and talents with a newfound 
freedom,” he says. “Volunteering is a great 
way to try out a huge range of things in a 
supportive way with no commitment. It’s 
a great way to try out a vocation before 
deciding what jobs you might want to go 
for when you graduate.”

Volunteering can also make you stand 
out to a future employer. “It shows that 
you are proactive, interested in the world, 
take opportunities and willing to go 
outside your comfort zone,” says Helen 
Moore Start, a volunteering coordinator 
at Manchester Metropolitan University. 
“Graduate roles attract a lot of applicants, 

many of which 
will have similar 
schooling and 
education, so having 
some eye-catching 
volunteering on 
there that shows 
a piece of your 
personality could 
be what lands you 
the role.”

‘Something 
eye-
catching 
on your CV 
could land 
you a job’

Volunteer work
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No need to suffer in silence
The transition to unversity is drastic – and not everyone sails through it. That’s why 
university mental health support systems are second to none, says Kim Thomas

• You won’t necessarily make 
friends in the first week. Look 
out for student societies and 
activities where you’ll meet 
like-minded people.

• If you’re struggling with 
friendships, or pressures of 
work, or missing home, speak 
to your university’s student 
support services – they will 
have wellbeing advisers who 
can help you.

• If your university has 
mental health advisers, they 
will be able to help you with 
practical things like arranging 
extensions for coursework.

• Talk to other people about 
how you’re feeling, including 
friends and personal tutors 
– don’t bottle it all up. 
Ask your friends, too, how 
they’re feeling. A culture 
of openness about mental 
health is important. 

• You don’t have to spend 
all your time at university. 
There’s no harm in going 
home at weekends if you’re 
missing your family.  

• Self-care is important. 
Make sure you’re getting 
enough sleep and eating 
proper meals, rather than 
snacking or relying on 
takeaways – and don’t drink 
too much. 

• If you have an existing 
mental health condition, 
disclose it before you start, 
so your university can 
prepare to offer you the 
support you need. You may 
also qualify for a disabled 
student allowance. 

• If you think you have 
a serious mental health 
problem, go to your GP as 
soon as you can – don’t hope 
it will just go away. 

A t the beginning of his second year 
at Loughborough University, Rahul 
Mathasing started struggling. His 

moods were becoming darker, his motivation 
disappeared and he started missing lectures. 
He approached the university medical 
centre, which referred him to the local NHS 
community mental health team. His pattern 
of behaviour – manic episodes in which 
he couldn’t concentrate or sleep, as well as 
episodes of very low moods – led to a diagnosis, 
in February 2015, of bipolar disorder. 

The systems engineering student, who 
continues to see a psychiatrist and is on 
medication to treat his disorder, has had help 
from the students’ union, the medical centre, 
and his department which gave him a leave of 
absence: “They’ve done every thing they can 
to help me get to a level I’m happy with.” 

Students can be more stressed and anxious 
than other young people. “You don’t have 
family around you, necessarily, and you 
are probably having a massive shift in your 
support systems,” says Micha Frazer-Carroll, 
welfare and rights officer at the University of 
Cambridge students’ union.  

So what support is available? If you already 
have a diagnosed mental health condition 
before you start university, Lisa Brooks-Lewis, 
mental health manager at Loughborough 
University, advises registering with a GP, 
and nominating a parent or guardian the 
university can talk to if necessary. If you 
develop a mental health problem once there, 
the first port of call should be your GP, 
who will be able to refer you to appropriate 
specialist support. Talk to a member of your 

department, such as your personal tutor, too, 
says Brooks-Lewis: “The sooner we are able to 
support somebody the better the outcome will 
be in their studies.”

Many universities also have wellbeing 
advisers, to whom you can turn if you’re 
feeling homesick, or having difficulties with 
your course or with relationships; counsellors, 
who will offer more in-depth support for 
personal problems; and mental health 
advisers or co-ordinators, who can help with 
practical issues, such as extra time for exams. 
If you’d like support from your peers, you can 
contact Nightline, a night-time telephone 
support service staffed by student volunteers. 

Frazer-Caroll says it’s vital to find friends 
who share similar values and interests, and 
that you should “foster an environment in 
which someone might feel OK to say: ‘I feel a 
bit low today.’”

Mathasing, now president-elect of the 
students’ union, agrees that being able to talk 
about problems is essential: “There are so 

many services available 
– you will find someone 
if you are willing to open 
yourself up to it.”

Samaritans can be 
contacted in the UK on 
116 123 or by emailing 
jo@samaritans.org. You 
can contact the mental 
health charity Mind by 
calling 0300 123 3393 or 
visiting mind.org.uk

‘The 
sooner we 
are able to 
support 
somebody 
the better 
the 
outcome’ 

Top tips

What to do 
if you are 
struggling 
to cope at 
university

Mental health
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The transition to university is 
exciting, but brings potential 
challenges: leaving friends 
and family; sharing living 
space with strangers; working 
independently; and managing 
personal finances. Because 

75% of mental health difficulties start before the 
age of 24, taking care of your mental wellbeing is 
integral to making the most of university life.

At Student Minds, we’d like to see a greater 
degree of mental health literacy – it isn’t usually 
taught in schools, so students don’t always know 
the difference between normal everyday emotions 
and a problem they need to seek support or 
treatment for. We believe it’s really important for 
students to learn to focus on their own health and 
wellbeing – students often have their own answers 
to problems, but they don’t always realise it. 

Simple things such as getting enough sleep, 
taking exercise and talking to friends are a good 
starting point. You don’t need to join in with the 
stereotypical party lifestyle at university if you 
don’t want to – sports, volunteering and student 
societies will help you meet like-minded people. 

If you have a pre-existing mental health 
condition, and are receiving NHS treatment for 
it, ask for your notes to be transferred to your 
new GP as soon as possible. When you arrive 
at university, contact a mental health adviser 
through student services, who will be able to co-PH
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Rosie Tressler, Student Minds

New experiences abound 
at uni. Master your budget 
to keep affording them, 
says Kim Thomas 

T he university years are 
when most teenagers get 
their first taste of being 

responsible for their own finances 
– and it can be pretty exciting to 
see a £2,500 loan drop into your 
bank account. “It just seems like 
an endless pot of wonderfulness,” 
says Julia Manley, student money 
advice service mangaer at Anglia 
Ruskin University. But it isn’t, of 

course – it has to last you at least 
three months. 

Most of the financial problems 
she and her colleagues see are 
caused by overspending. So, what 
do you do if you find yourself 
running into trouble – and is 
there a way of avoiding problems 
in the first place? 

Manley says the first step is 
to choose somewhere to live 
that is within your means – an 
ordinary room in halls rather 
than, say, a swish studio flat – as 
accommodation will eat up a big 
chunk of your finances.

Always set up a student bank 
account and, if necessary, make 
use of the free overdraft facilities 
– some offer a free overdraft of 
up to £2,000. Regard it as a way 
of managing your cash flow, 
advises Manley, rather than an 
excuse for getting into debt.

Make sure that you’re receiving 
all the money you’re entitled to. 
A number of universities offer 
scholarships and bursaries, 
particularly for poorer students, 
so check what your university 
offers. If you do run into 
trouble, go and see one of your 
university’s money advisers 
sooner rather than later. Your 

A spent 
force? How 
to make your 
money last at 
university

ordinate support for you and help make sure you 
receive any adjustments you need.

Check your university’s website to see what 
support is available: most will offer counselling or 
other types of therapy, as well as mental health 
advisers and personal tutors. More specialist 
support, for conditions such as eating disorders, 
is provided by the NHS, although we would like 
to see joint responsibility between the NHS and 
universities for student mental health. You might 
find that you don’t click with the first professional 
you see, but don’t give up – try another. There are 
also national support services and phone lines.

We welcome the growth in peer support, now 
offered by a number of universities – there is real 
value in someone being able to speak to a student 
at a Student Minds group who’s been through 
similar experiences. It’s also good to see some 
universities working with students to decide what 
mental health services to offer. There are now 
more than 2.3 million young people at university – 
it’s important to make sure they have both access 
to excellent health services and health-promoting 
cultures and communities. Student Minds, the UK’s 
student mental health charity, recently launched 
free online resources to help students through the 
transition from school and college to university. 

Rosie Tressler was interviewed by Kim Thomas

Samaritans can be contacted in the UK on 116 123 
or by emailing jo@samaritans.org. You can contact 
the mental health charity Mind by calling 0300 
123 3393 or visiting mind.org.uk

Focus on wellbeing

‘Don’t go to the
 coffee shop every
day  – you can’t
afford it. Bring
in sandwiches’

university may well have a fund 
to support students in their 
learning. For example, Manley 
says if your laptop breaks down, 
or you need to go on a field 
trip, your uni may give you the 
money to cover the cost. Most 
universities also have separate 
hardship funds for students 
needing emergency support. 

On a day-to-day basis, 
however, there is no substitute 
for making a realistic budget. 
“Look at what you’ve got to 
spend, then work out how much 
is left, and if you think you’re 
not going to be very good at 
managing that, just work out 
a weekly amount that you’re 
allowed to spend and don’t go 
over that,” says Manley. 

If you’re planning on getting 
a credit card for your university 
years, try keeping a log of every 
time you spend money over a 
fortnight, says Manley, so you’re 
not living on the never never. 

It’s all too easy to overspend 
on takeaways and fast food. 
“Don’t go to the coffee shop every 
day  – you can’t afford it,” says 
Manley. “Bring in drinks, bring in 
sandwiches. And don’t eat out, or 
only occasionally as a treat.”

Funding
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Natalie Andrews, 39, has a 
busy life, squeezing a fine art 
degree into her parenting 
and work commitments. 
Interview by Liz Lightfoot

A mature decision
The transformational benefits of a 
university education aren’t just for the 
young, says Liz Lightfoot

A university degree can transform your 
life at any age, and each year thousands 
of mature students enrol on degree 

courses. For some, it is a second chance for the 
education they missed out on in their youth. 
For others, it can be an opportunity to further 
a passion or interest in the company of like-
minded enthusiasts, or change career tack.

Clearing is popular with mature students 
who are less likely to have been helped by 
schools and colleges to meet the earlier 
deadlines. Universities keen to fill their places 
advertise their courses throughout the summer 
and last year direct entries in August and 
September were up by 14% on 2016. Of the 
16,950 people accepted at university last year 
after applying directly through clearing, over a 
third, 67%, were aged 20 or over. 

You can register for the first time with Ucas 
right up to the end of clearing on 23 October 
and it’s a good time to speak to universities 
and get advice through their clearing helplines.

Student loans are open to people of any age 
taking their first undergraduate qualification.  
“Student loans are fantastic because you pay 
them back only when you are earning enough,” 
says recent law graduate Adam Dark, now in 
his 40s. “But three years is a long time to take 
out of paid work, so you have to live carefully.

“Back in 2011, I was 39 and not doing very 
much, just bouncing from one dead-end job to 
another, or unemployed, sitting on my sad little 
bed watching daytime television. I realised I 
needed a change.

“I chose Canterbury Christ Church 
University because it was my nearest, and 
found myself in lectures with 100 or so 
18-year-olds. They were there to have a good 
time, and I was on a mission, but it was fine,” 
says Dark, who now teaches law at CATS 
Canterbury school. “Getting a degree was life-
changing. People say it is just a piece of paper 
but it is not. Employers take it seriously, they 
give you work and money – and money gives 
you opportunity.”

At Anglia Ruskin University in East Anglia, 
where a third of students are over 25, and two-
thirds are over 21, career progression for older 
students is stressed. “We encourage students 
very early on to think about their career plans,” 

says Sarah Janes, 
its deputy director 
of student services. 
“Mature students may 
worry about being 
with a lot of 18-year-
olds, but we have a real 
diversity here. There 
will be people like you 
too, and others who 
will help you broaden 
your outlook.” 

I  live by my diary. I feel guilty 
if I have nothing to do – I 
have to be productive. I work 

part-time as a gallery invigilator, 
curating the space for artists, and 
I have two children, a daughter of 
14 and a son of 12, so my life is a 
juggling act. But it works. 

For me, the degree is bigger 
than the logistics of getting kids 
to school and getting enough 
work and making enough money. 
The student loan has been 
essential – without it I would not 
be able to buy materials and put 
food on the table. 

‘Employers 
take a 
degree 
seriously – 
they give 
you work 
and money’ 

Art has always been in my life. 
After school, I did a foundation 
course at St Martin’s in London, 
but then I had my children and 
stopped studying, even though I 
continued to make art – even if it 
was just elaborate costumes for 
school plays! 

When they started school, 
I tried studying for a fine art 
degree at Goldsmiths in London, 
but it didn’t work logistically, 
because I wanted to be able to 
take my children to school and 
spend enough time with them – 
and be in the studio.

Now they are older and I have 
the student loan, it is much 
easier. I feel my children gain 
from it as well, because they see 
that education isn’t just a chore, 
ticking boxes and getting the 
right exam results, but something 
that enriches your life. My degree 
is challenging me and making me 
happy, and they see that.

It’s possible to find a studio 
and make art on your own, but 
what I gain massively from the 
university is access to lecturers 
who are practising artists, and 
to a whole community of people 
I respect who push me and 
challenge me and give honest 
feedback. There are other mature 
students on my course [fine art 
at the University of Bedfordshire] 
and I don’t feel we stick out at all. 
And the 18-year-olds don’t treat 
you differently to anyone else. 
We are unified by what we have 
in common, and that is a very 
positive thing for me.

The art of 
modern life

Natalie Andrews feels
that her children
gain from her doing a
course and seeing that
education isn’t just a
‘box-ticking chore’ 

Mature students
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True stories



‘Don’t go 
overboard with 
the essentials’
Chances are you’ll have less space than at 
home, so be ruthless, says Gavan Naden

L eaving home for university is 
an exciting time, but trying to 
compress your entire wardrobe, 

along with a crate of lager and a fancy 
dress outfit, into your new room can 
be a tall task. 

Here’s a rule of thumb: if it doesn’t 
fit into the boot of your parent’s car, it’s 
unlikely to find a home in your room.

Ron Bentley, whose youngest child, 
Suzie, is now at Liverpool University 
says: “Make sure they go with a sense 
of humour and enough cash to buy a 
takeaway or two. And leave in good 

time, in case you 
get lost.”

De Montfort 
University 
student president 
Jessica Okwuonu 
says that 
while going to 
university can be 
a life-changing 
experience, it’s 
also important 
to concentrate 
on comfort and 

familiarity. And just because your room 
may be a little on the snug side, doesn’t 
mean you can’t make it special with a 
few finishing touches.

“Bring items from home that you 
care about and make you feel good. 
Personally I can’t do without my fairy 
lights,” she says.

“Take duvets and pillows and 
bedding,” she adds. “I went for the 
colourful, vibrant ones, as it was the 
first time I had a say in what my room 
would look like. Primark has amazing 
bedding, and it’s cheap!”

As most rooms in halls of residence 
are compact don’t even think about 
bringing a pet. (It has been done, 
hamsters and goldfish most commonly 
– or back in the day Lord Byron 
reportedly took a bear to Trinity 
College, Cambridge.) 

And remember that you won’t be 
the only one in the kitchen. “Don’t go 
overboard with the essentials,” says 
Okwuonu. “I thought I was going to be 

What to pack

Bedding and 
pillows, maybe 

even a topper for the bed. After all, 
you’ll be needing your beauty sleep.

A laptop and a memory stick – so you 
can write essays and coursework, and 

ensure they are backed up.

Your mobile - with enough minutes 
to phone home, or apps to make free 

calls on wifi.

There’s only one of you, so only take 
a single glass, bowl, mug, plate, 

knife, fork and spoon.

Clothes: think 
casual, as suits and 

party frocks are unlikely 
to get much airplay. 
Bring hangers as well.

A folder with all your personal 
documents, including bank details, 

passport etc.

A printer and paper – to save time 
queuing in the library.

A box of kitchen essentials – tins, 
pasta and rice – plus a simple 

cookbook. Better still, go armed with 
two or three simple recipes and the 
route to the local supermarket.

A small luxury, maybe your 
favourite teddy, or a poster 

of your team – less likely a photo 
of your mum and dad.

Books, writing pads, pens and a 
calendar. It’s good to know where 

you need to be on any given day the 
old-fashioned way.

Checklist

the Jamie Oliver of my class, but a lot 
went to charity because I never used 
them. Get a few pots and cutlery. Or go 
halves with your flatmates”

A week or so before departure 
it’s worth joining the other freshers 
and taking the obligatory trip round 
a department store to grab a few 
essential items. 

Rosie Vega, vice-president 
of activities at the University 
of Hertfordshire, suggests 
buying colour-coded cutlery and 
plates: “You can tell which are yours 
at the end of the year – whereas 
everyone else brings white plates 
and hasn’t a clue.”

But she cautions against kettles, 
toaster and microwaves, and 
especially candles. Most are supplied 
and in the case of candles –  not 
advised because of the fire risk. 

Her top advice? “A printer is really 
useful, even though they are available 
at uni in the library. And maybe a 
subscription to Netflix for when you 
want a bit of alone time.”

Lord 
Byron 
reportedly 
took a 
bear to 
Trinity 
College
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manager. “Divvy up pot and 
pans, cheese graters – it will 
save you a lot of money.”

Food is a major expense 
so be prepared to shop 
around. Sarah Wickings, a 
design student from Arts 
University Bournemouth 
recommends making your 
own lunch. “The £3 lunch 
deal – a sandwich, crisps and 
a drink – sounds like a good one, but it soon 
adds up. That’s £15 a week, or £60 a month. 
Go to the supermarket and buy some tortilla 
wraps, then fill them with stuff like salad, 
cheese or eggs, and it will cost around £1 a 
day. That’s a £40 monthly saving.”

Books can also be a major expense, so 
make good use of the library, or buy them 
second hand from students in the year above. 
Then there’s student railcards which at £70 

Don’t Deliveroo. Mastering a few simple recipes could be the difference 
between a healthier lifestyle and a swollen overdraft, says Gavan Naden

T he joy of cooking may not 
be at the forefront of a 
fresher’s mind – but that 

day will surely come. Faced with 
yet another round of beans on 
toast, the allure of fresh food will 
quickly become a craving.

And reverting to constant 
takeaways doesn’t help. All the 
MSG in the world can’t mask 
the nasty taste of a rapidly 
diminishing bank balance.

It’s no longer a case of can’t 
cook, won’t cook - it’s must 
cook, better learn. So take a deep 
breath, learn a couple of home 
favourites and get chopping.

Wui-lin Lee, arrived at 
the University of Bath to 
study architecture without 
a single culinary skill in her 

Tarik Crooks - chemical engineering 
undergraduate, University of 
Manchester
When I was younger my mum 
bought everything, so it was a 
big thing realising how much 
basic stuff like toilet paper and 
toothpaste cost.

My parents had a chat with 
me, as I guess they didn’t want 
me coming back every other week 
asking for money. But it’s one 
thing hearing the facts from your 
parents, and it’s another having 
money dropped in your account 
at the beginning of term. It’s so 
easy to spend when you don’t have 
anyone telling you not to buy stuff.

My biggest expenditure is food 
and going out. I spend between 
£20 and £30 a week on food. In 
my first year, I went to Sainsbury’s 
as that’s where my parents go, but 
I found it’s better to go to cheaper 
shops like Aldi and Lidl. They 
have own-label stuff for a fraction 
of the price and it knocks at least 
£5 off my weekly shop. 

I try to enjoy things in 
moderation, so I go out at 

How I live on a 
student budget

L iving on a student loan might not lend 
itself to organic extravagance, but with a 
bit of careful budgeting you can still have 

a great time and dodge the Pot Noodles.
The important thing is to plan. Work out 

what’s essential and how often you can afford 
to go out. You could even create a spreadsheet 
that divides your money up into weekly 
chunks, so no nasty surprises come your way. 

Don’t be alarmed if you’re spending more 
than your weekly budget suggests you should 
in the first few weeks of term, as you’ll be 
joining clubs, having a few drinks during 
freshers’ week and stocking up on food.

But bargains and savings are there to be 
had, especially if you’re prepared to share.

“Get in contact with the people you are 
sharing with beforehand and not only will 
you get to know them, but you can decide 
who buys what,” says Sophia Milnes, Leeds 
Trinity’s student recruitment and outreach 

From making your own wraps to picking up secondhand 
text books, there are plenty of ways to make your money go 
further at university. Gavan Naden tightens his belt

Make the money last
Money saving tips

least once a weekend and do 
something like the cinema. I 
joined the uni gym at the start 
of term and because it was 
near my birthday I asked my 
parents if they’d buy it as a 
birthday present. That saved 
a bit. And I also got a year bus 
pass immediately, as it’s a big 
expenditure. 

I do tutoring in maths and all 
three sciences during term time. 
It’s quite well paid and flexible 
and doesn’t take up too much 
time. I also get summer work so I 
can go on holiday with friends to 
Europe. You can get a good deal if 
you book far enough in advance. 

My advice would be don’t treat 
your overdraft as free money. 
I know people who have gone 
out and bought lots of clothes 
then found themselves £1,500 
overdrawn and wondering how it 
happened.

‘I do tutoring 
in term time. It’s 
quite well paid 
and doesn’t take 
up too much 
time’

Roast potatoes 
and sausages
Splash of cooking oil
2–3 medium potatoes, cut into 4 
6 sausages 
1 onion, cut into six 
Salt and pepper 
Preheat the oven to 200C/180C 
fan oven/gas mark 6. Oil the 
baking tray and throw in the 
potatoes, sausages and onions. 
Roll the food in the oil. Season 
well. Put in the oven for 30 
minutes, then carefully turn 
things over, so they brown 
on the other side. Cook for a 
further 20 minutes. Serve with 
baked beans. 

Three quick 
and easy recipes 

Mushroom and spinach 
lasagne
1 tbsp olive oil
1 garlic clove, crushed
A few sprigs of thyme
200g bag spinach
250g of mushrooms
300g tub light soft cheese
4tbsp grated parmesan
6 fresh lasagne sheets
Heat oil in a frying pan, throw in 
the garlic, chopped mushrooms 
and thyme, until they soften. 
Mix in spinach until the leaves 
wilt. Remove from heat and 
stir in soft cheese, 1 tbsp of the 
parmesan and seasoning. Put a 
quarter of the mix in a medium-
sized baking dish and cover 
with 2 pasta sheets; repeat this 
process until all the pasta is 
used. Finish with the last of the 
spinach mix, and sprinkle over 
the remaining parmesan. Bake 
for 35 mins at 200C/180C fan/
gas 6 until golden.

Jacket potato with veg
Potato
Courgette
Onion
Mushrooms
Pepper
Prick potato with a fork and 
cook in microwave for 10 
minutes, or in the oven at 
200C for an hour. Cut up the 
peppers, onions, mushrooms 
and courgette and fry in a pan, 
in a little oil. Cut open potato 
and stuff with mix. 

armory. However, she had the 
forethought to have a chat with 
the one person whose cooking 
she loved – her grandmother.

“A week before I left I sat her 
down and she told me all her 
recipes. I recorded her, then 
wrote it down into a notebook – 
old favourites like crab, egg and 
corn soup, noodles, and tofu with 
mince. I ended up bringing a 
super-cheap rice cooker, and I 
wouldn’t have survived without it.

“I lived in a house with 17 
people and two kitchens, and 
had to work around everyone’s 
schedule. But it is manageable. 
Now I really enjoy cooking with 
other people and swapping tips.”

Rachel Phipps, a student food 
blogger and author of Student 

for three years will save a third off rail travel 
in the UK. A couple of trips back to see the 
folks, or friends at other unis, and you’ll soon 
be quids in. Or, if you open a student current 
account with Santander, it hands you a free 
four-year railcard as one of the perks.

And don’t forget the NUS extra card, for £12 
a year. This little beauty will unlock discounts 
at The Co-op, ASOS, Pizza Express, Odeon 
cinemas and many other retailers.

‘My advice would 
be don’t treat 
your overdraft as 
free money’ 

Eats, says once you start cooking 
for yourself you can enjoy 
tasty meals and save a fortune 
by reusing the leftovers. “It’s 
usually better value to buy larger 
amounts of an ingredient at once 
and make extra portions. Wasted 
food is wasted money.”

She also advocates making 
good use of your own freezer 
by stocking up on food that 
is close to its sell-by date. “I 
typically only pay half price 
for most of the meat I eat by 
snapping up things like beef and 
lamb mince, then storing them 
in the freezer – in portions so 
they’re easy to defrost. But don’t 
be tempted by what looks like 
a good offer unless you know 
you’ll use it.”

Make 
a meal 
of it

Learn to cook
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smd.qmul.ac.uk/qmulmalta 
qmul-malta@qmul.ac.uk

•  Scholarships 

available

•  Same core 

curriculum as the 

London MBBS

• AAB or equivalent*

Apply now for September 2018 entry

STUDY MBBS  
MEDICINE IN MALTA

•  Graduate with a  

degree from Barts  

and The London, 

Queen Mary  

University of London

Call our hotline:  
0203 912 6577

*minimum entry requirement

What do admissions 
tutors want? 

‘W e don’t want students who say the 
same things,” says Helen Basterra, 
head of admissions at the University 

of Brighton. “A good university community 
is made up of different types of people with 
different experiences. It’s important to be 
yourself.”

Admissions officers might speak to 
hundreds of students during clearing, and 
typically spend between five and 15 minutes 
speaking to each candidate. “But an ‘accept 
or reject’ decision is never, ever taken lightly,” 
says Laura Justham, an admissions tutor and 
senior lecturer at Loughborough University.

What do tutors at the end of a phoneline 
want to hear? “We ask them: ‘Why this uni, 
why this programme?’ We need to hear you 
have a genuine interest. Students do panic, 
but if someone says ‘it’s because my friend is 
here’, that’s a warning flag,” says Justham. At 
the very least, tutors want to know the student 
has looked at the key course details on the 

university website, 
and understands how 
it differs from all the 
other courses with 
the same title. 

Every caller needs 
to have A-level or 
equivalent results 
to hand – some 
call before they’ve 
received them but 
universities can’t 
make offers without them - and ideally 
a personal statement. Tutors on clearing 
hotlines don’t expect a polished performance, 
but they may ask some searching questions 
– why some exams went badly for instance. 
Some universities may also want to know 
GCSE grades. “Showing you can get over 
a setback – in this instance lower grades 
than you expected – is a way you can stand 
out on results day,” says Martina McClean, 

Show resilience and individuality, says Helena Pozniak

admissions tutor for law at the University of 
Hull. “We like students to have an inquiring 
mind, be good communicators and have an 
awareness of current issues,” she says. “Tell 
us how you’ve broadened your horizons, or 
stuck at a project, and that – despite your 
A-level disappointment – you can be an 
active, engaged student.” Any interests, work 
experience or activities that will convince 
tutors you are genuinely intersted could help. 
But pleading or negotiating – which many 
students do try - doesn’t work.

For popular courses, universities may give 
candidates less time to decide, but students 
are usually given at least two days to accept or 
decline an offer. 

“If someone
says ‘my
friend is
there’, that’s
a warning
flag for us”

Your clearing call
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